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Gaseous Discharges and Time-Dependent Resistance

1.1 Introduction

The excimer laser transition is characterized by a short

wavelength and wide gain profile. In order to achieve the

threshold gain in such an active medium a concentration of

excited molecules typically of the order of J011+-1015 cm-3 is

required and this value is attained by the deposition of a

high energy density in a short amount of time of the order

of 10 to lOOnsecs. Two main schemes have been used to

achieve this fast energy deposition; an intense beam of fast

electrons injected into a high density gas or a fast

electric discharge through a high density gas. The latter

forms the subject of this dissertation.

When the voltage across a charged capacitor is applied

suddenly across a gaseous laser medium the rapid rise of tne

voltage pulse can lead to a substantial overvoltage beyond

the static breakdown point. The breakdown of the gas in a

properly designed system will include a uniform glow before

the discharge is terminated by arcing. The resistance of

the gas will be a rapidly decreasing function of time,

reaching a fraction of an ohm in some tens of nanoseconds.

The fast high energy deposition requirement will be best

served if the energy is deposited during the region of high

resistance before the resistance collapses with the onset of

arcing.

1.2 The Development of the Discharge

In an early paper on the subject of pulsed discharge

development, R.C. Fletcher made measurements of the impulse



breakdown of air using then new micro-oscillographic

techniques. He was particularly interested in the formative

period of the discharge preceding the resistive phase and

rapid current rise, and measured this period in the range

0-5 to 50nsec. A typical trace of breakdown voltage from his

paper is shown in figure (1.1). His results indicated that

the formative time was dependent upon applied field only

(decreasing for higher fields) and was independent of gap

width or applied voltage separately. This rule failed,

however, below a certain critical value of field when the

time would increase for a smaller gap in the same field.

Following a suggestion by Raether, Fletcher proposed a

model for the discharge which could be used to predict the

formative time. This model was based upon the streamer

mechanism of breakdown and assumed a single initiating

electron. In this model the influence of the electric field

causes an avalanche with electron gain e v/here x is the

distance travelled by the head of the avalanche and a is

Townsend's first ionization coefficient. The separation of

positive ions and negative electrons leads to space charges

which significantly enhance the applied field. Secondary

avalanches, initiated by photon absorption before and behind

the head of the initial avalanche then form two streamers in

this enhanced field, moving towards the anode and cathode at

greatly increased speeds.

The formative time was seen as the time taken for a single

electron avalanche to grow to a magnitude where the field

due to the space charge separation was comparable to the

applied field. Very shortly afterwards the complete



Figure1.1Atypical oscillogramofFletcher forelectricalbreakdown inair. E=6A.6kV/cm d«•1.66mm
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discharge channel would be formed.

The Gaussian electron distribution predicted for an

electron avalanche is modified by space charge effects, and

Fletcher assumed in his calculations that this becomes

important after a time when the diffusion velocity and drift

velocity due to the space charge are equal. After this time,

the electrons and the ions can be modelled as spherical

distributions with the avalanche radius dependent upon drift

velocity due to the space charge.

With a drift velocity v in the applied field and a

calculated critical size of avalanche Nc , the formative time

Tf was modelled as

Fletcher pointed out that the dependence on Nc was weak and

that only order of magnitude predictions could be implied. A

constant value of Nc = 108 could serve equally well. Then the

prediction would be roughly

The experimental and theoretical values of formative lag

were found by Fletcher to be in good agreement. The

dependence of Tf on field alone was seen as a dependence of

ccv on field alone. The existence of a critical field below

which the dependence failed was attributed to the equality

at the critical field of the distance vTF travelled by the

avalanche in the formative time and the gap width. Below

this field a larger distance than the gap width would be

required for streamer development from a single avalanche,

and further avalanches would be required with a consequent

rp _ logeNcjF ^7ocv
-(1.1)

-(1.2)
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increase in formative time.

Dickey proposed for the results of Fletcher an entirely

different explanation, which also went some way to

explaining the shape of the voltage fall (and current rise)
after the formative period. At around k to ^>nsec. in figure

(1.1) a pronounced kink is visible in the oscillogram as the

rate of rise of current falls. Fletcher suggested that a

change in mode of electron release from the cathode caused

this discontinuity, for instance a change from pnoton

bombardment to positive ion bombardment. Dickey discarded

the streamer mechanism of breakdown and chose instead a

uniform field model.

In defence of this choice Dicrey pointed out some

significant inconsistencies in Fletcher's model. The

observed currents during voltage fall would require some¬

thing of the order of io13 electrons compared with

Fletcher's critical value of 108. Further, Dickey suggested

that the large space charge fields present would tend to

reduce the ionization rate near the centre rather tnan

increase the exponential electron growth. He neglected space

charge effects for two reasons. Firstly, Fletcher's

distribution was derived from a uniform field development,

while space charges would in practice tend to oppose the

formation of large space charge fields. Secondly, he

considered that the average field was of greater importance

than effects caused by spatial variations in the field. The

discharge in Dickey's model would develop via a Townsena

ionization process up to and possibly beyond the point of

voltage drop.
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N = N0 exp ( fjocv dt ) —(I-3)
for initial and final electron numbers N0 and N

respectively. Dickey followed Fletcher in assuming N0= l .

Fletcher had based this assumption on Strigel's experimental

finding that every electron (at the 95% overvoltage used)

was successful in initiating breakdown. This assumption

would be severely criticized in later works.

Numerical results from Dickey's method generally predicted

too high a formative lag and Dickey took this to be due

either to incorrect values of av as a function of the field

E, or to an initial value N0 >1. However, Dickey's results

showed the discontinuity in the voltage fall attributed by

Fletcher to a change in mechanism of electron release.

Dickey claimed that this discontinuity appeared when the

ionization rate fell to a very low value giving an almost

constant electron number and an almost constant resistance.

The methods of Fletcher and Dickey were developed

considerably by later authors. Felsenthal and Proud followed

work on pulsed microwave investigations of the formative

time (see for instance Gould and Roberts) in restricting

breakdown processes within the gas, suggesting that pulsed

d.c. conditions could achieve similar conditions while

extending the possible range, particularly to higher

electric fields. They followed Dickey in assuming a space

charge free region. Their theoretical results indicated that
£

the value of pT? should be a function of — only, the ratio

of applied field to pressure. Experimental results were

generally found to be in good agreement over a wide range of

electrode spacings.The dependence was later agreed by Mesyats
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et al (1972).

Of interest for laser gas mixtures, the values of pTF for

helium and argon were found to lie in the range 10"5 to 10~4

torr-sec. for of the order of a few lOV/cm-torr. Assuming

a pressure of around 1000 torr this would indicate a

formative time of around 10 to lOOnsec.

The book by Raether (1964) provides an excellent account

of the mechanisms of avalanche and breakdown in gases.

Contrary to the assumption of Fletcher and Dickey, Raether

studied the development of both single and multi-electron

avalanches. Indeed experimental results on the formative

time of an avalanche initiated by a single electron gave

values considerably higher than the results of Fletcher.

Raether suggests that two mechanisms exist for breakdown

with variations between, both very dependent upon the

effects of space charge. The initial build-up of space

charge by electron avalanche causes a reduced field between

the positive and negative space charges while increasing the

field before and behind the head of the avalanche. Theory

predicts that for avalanche sizes greater than 5 - 10X106 the

effective value of a is decreased by the retarding effect of

the positive ions leading to an under-exponential growth.

Beyond the region of 108 the effective value of a again

increases. The electrostatic repulsion of the electrons was

later shown in a numerical calculation by Maurel et al to

become significant at values of 108 or more for a helium

discharge With -5 = 10V/cm-torr, p = 760torr and v = 5 X 106 cm/sec.

The value of 108 as a critical size agrees with Fletcher's

previous work.
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The two forms of breakdown depend upon the available gain

ead where d is the gap width. For high values of ead of the

order of 108 the avalanche can develop to its critical size.

Beyond this stage the effect of the gas ionizing radiation

and electrostatic repulsion, together with the enhanced

ionizing ability of the electrons in the increased field

between avalanche head and anode causes the rapid (~108 cm/sec)

expansion of the avalanche head and the formation of an

anode directed streamer with an over-exponential growth of

the electrons. Gas ionizing radiation between cathode and

avalanche head then quickly causes a cathode directed

streamer to complete the discharge channel. This streamer

mechanism is characterized by the ability of an avalanche to

cause breakdown under the effect of its own space charge.

Should a single avalanche be unable to attain a size of

the order of 108 electrons the Townsend or generation

mechanism becomes operative. Here, secondary avalanches

released by photons at the cathode sustain the build-up of

positive ion space charge. This slow-moving space charge can

provide the conditions necessary for efficient ionization by

the electrons leading eventually to breakdown. Should a

single avalanche develop sufficiently in a later generation

then streamer breakdown could occur. This transition is

particularly relevant for laser gases in which the uniform

glow is terminated by arcing.

Both forms of breakdown can be modified by the initial

electron number n0. Since it is a critical size which is

required, the amplification needed will be lower for higher

N0. For the streamer mechamism, these N0 electrons must lie
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within the diffusion radius of a single avalanche. It was

found, in fact, that the critical number of electrons

depended on the gas, and that while independent of the

pressure it was proportional to the gap width. The critical

number also decreased for higher overvoltages.

Raether proposed a criterion for the critical length xc of

the avalanche formation to be given by

exp (axc ) = 108xc . — (1.4)
A streamer breakdown mechanism would be likely if xc <d ,

although the strict equality would be expected to yield no

anode streamer. Equation (1.4) is in close agreement with

Fletcher's equation (1.2) since

vTf = xc . . —(1.5)

Raether's results also included measurements of the rapid

current rise during streamer breakdown. The current growth

was characterized as exponential with a time constant TK

which Raether found to be smaller for higher carrier number

in the individual avalanche. He also found decreased values

of tk a"t higher electron numbers (and therefore current) in

the streamer. Typical values of TK lay in the range 2-20nsec.

with ocv similar. Values were independent of gap width but

generally varied inversely with p to give a product pTK

constant at lower pressures but increasing slightly at

higher pressures. TK was found to decrease for higher over-

voltages. These results were applicable to single and multi-

electron initiation, but it must be stressed that they

applied only up to small currents of say 100MA.

Mesyats et al (1969) developed the argument of discharge

mechanism in an attempt to explain the observations of
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Fletcher. A variation of Fletcher's experiment had been the

inclusion of a dielectric over either electrode which did

not effect the formative time and therefore ruled out a

streamer discharge channel. Dickey claimed that this was

■consistent with his model but Mesyats et al criticized the

rejection of a streamer discharge without the rejection of

the single initiating electron assumption. As Raether had

shown, this leads in practice to much longer formation times

than Fletcher had observed.

The results of Fletcher were very v/ell reproduced by

Mesyats et al in discharges with initial values N0 of the

order of 104. The arrangement of initial values was based

upon a statistical analysis of fluctuations in the formative

time indicating the probability of cathode electron release.

Mesyats et al concluded that all known experimental

observations of pulsed air-gap breakdown could be explained

by the assumption that a discharge begins with the

development of electron avalanches initiated by free

electrons in the gap. A large initial number of free

electrons would develop during a formative time TF whereas a

smaller initial number of free electrons would require

secondary avalanches to build up the number. After several

generations,the avalanche mechanism would lead to breakdown

as in the multi-electron initiation.

Mesyats et al developed the theoretical treatment from an

equivalent circuit to that used by Dickey. For roughly

constant voltage, av~ constant and by taking values from

experiment with N0 ~ 104 this yielded
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in excellent agreement with Fletcher's predictions (equation

(1.2)).

For single-electron initiation the formative time is

considerably longer. Mesyats et al considered the self-

arresting effect of the positive ion space charge during

avalanche development, leading to a reduction in a and v.

This self-arrest occured roughly in the region

aN ~ constant —(1-6)

showing that the avalanche begins slowing down at smaller

sizes for larger fields. This would also tend to reduce the

number of photons emitted, as would the rapid development to

the value N. The initiation of the necessary secondary

avalanches is therefore retarded for higher fields.

In a later paper Mesyats et al (1972) commented upon a

second criterion for streamer discharge. In addition to

equation (1.1+) relating the critical avalanche size to the

gap width, Mesyats et al pointed out that it was also

necessary for the avalanche to radiate enough photons,

particularly near its head, to ionize the gas molecules. The

characteristic times Texc. of de-excitation of the gas

molecules were taken from Raether to be of the order of 1 to

lOnsec. If the critical time ^ < Texc., a streamer is unlikely
and other processes are required. A streamer is likely if

logeNc <d and logeNc >T —(1.7)
a av

From Raether's data for nitrogen, Texc. ~ 3ns. Thus foriogeNc ~ 20

the mechanism would deviate from a streamer if av>10ns_1 or

E > 60kV/cm.

Mesyats et al in this study restricted themselves to the
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high field region where the streamer mechanism no longer

operates and where the characteristic development times are

of the order of nanoseconds. They showed that the current

can reach its maximum before the onset of discharge channels,

either by the production of a large number of photoelectrons

from the cathode (as in a Townsend discharge) or by the use

of a large initial number of electrons when no secondary

electrons may be required. They comment that this type of

discharge may be useful for pumping high pressure gas

lasers.

In the same year, L.E. Kline et al found through

computational means that streamer development in nitrogen

depended essentially upon photoionization effects producing

secondary avalanches as the primary avalanche is slowed by

the space charge build-up.

1.3 Discharge Mechanisms in Gas Lasers

The pumping of a high pressure gas laser by fast electric

discharge requires a volume stabilized discharge free from

the arcing normally associated with the development of a

streamer discharge channel. Attempts to solve this problem

have normally centred around the use of contoured (e.g.

Rogowski profile) electrodes and preionization of the

discharge volume, for example by U.V. photoionization from

an auxiliarly discharge (see for instance Javan and Levine

(1972)).

Recent papers by Palmer (1974) and by Karnyushin et al

(1978) have attempted to derive models and suggest criteria

for the development of a homogeneous gas discharge over

large volumes at high pressures. Both worked with the C02TEA
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laser geometry.

If preionization provides an initial electron density n0 ,

then under the influence of an applied voltage pulse large

enough to cause breakdown each electron can be viewed as

giving rise to a primary avalanche, the average distance

between avalanches being of the order of n0J^. Taken

separately, each avalanche could eventually lead to streamer

formation with secondary avalanches produced by photo-

ionization tending to converge towards the primary due to

the large field gradients associated with the space charge.

In both papers, the requirement for a homogeneous discharge

was seen as the need for substantial spatial overlap of the

avalanches by transverse diffusion before the onset of

streamer breakdown.

Palmer suggested that the diffusion radius and nQ-/s should

be comparable at the critical moment of streamer breakdown,

and showed that typical values for C02 lasers lead to a

requirement no>104cm~3 in agreement with experimental data.

Karnyushin et al, on the other hand, took the avalanche

doubling time of the order of — to be the time within which" ccv

mutual overlap should occur. This led to an upper limit on

the electric field rising steeply with preionizing energy as

confirmed by experiment. The diffuse nature of this upper

limit they attributed to the statistical nature of the

avalanche process and the weak dependence of diffusion

radius on the field strength.

Karnyushin et al went further in suggesting a second

criterion for homogeneous discharge. They saw the breakdown

mechanism as involving two stages - a build-up of space
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charge via avalanche ionization followed by a quasistreamer

breakdown in which photoionization processes would be

decisive. The rapid ionization wavefront from anode to

cathode was considered essential for the production of

replacement electrons behind the head of the avalanche.

Without this electron production, the initial value n0 would

be "forgotten" after a time —, when the electron density

would comprise only a background count leading to spark

development.

The formation of a positive ion space charge by primary

avalanches thus provided long-term storage of information

about the initial ionization conditions. By assuming a quasi¬

streamer criterion in which the space charge field is

comparable to the applied field, Karnyushin et al derived a

lower limit for the applied field. This they found to be a

sharp limit, nearly independent of preionization conditions

and again in good agreement with experiment. A lower limit

to the electron density n0 was calculated to be in the

region of 4 X 10s cm"3, higher than that derived by Palmer.

In view of the ability of the gas to "forget" pre¬

ionization conditions in a time ^ a rapid rise of voltage
pulse is clearly essential for the formation of a

homogeneous discharge.

J. Hsia (1977) studied the effect of U.V. preionization in

electric discharge pumped XeF and KrF lasers and concluded

that a fast electron attachment rate by F2 or NF3 would

suggest the disappearance of electrons produced by pre¬

ionization within the observed optimum delay times of up to

Ills. He saw the F" ions as a reservoir of electrons due to
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their low electron affinity (3'5©V) compared to the

ionization potentials of other species (12 - 24eV). By

making an order of magnitude estimate for the rate of

collisional detachment

F~+Xe-+F + Xe + e —(1-8)

Hsia showed that an equilibrium electron density of the

order of I08cm~3 could be achieved from an initial F~

density of 5X 10"cm"3 , thereby inhibiting arc formation.

As mentioned at the beginning of the section, attempts to

ensure homogeneous discharge development have centred mostly

around the use of both uniform fields from contoured

electrodes and uniform preionization. By careful attention

to both requirements the discharge will be expected to

develop simultaneously throughout the volume leading to a

homogeneous glow. In a recent paper, Hasson and von Bergmann

(1980) reported experiments in which they had been able to

control precisely the geometry of high pressure glow

discharges in nitrogen obviating the need for precise

electrode contouring. By the use of masks over the

preionizer they exploited the (logarithmic) dependence of

the formative lag on initial electron number to ensure equal

"local formation times" in regions throughout the required

discharge volume and thereby to ensure a homogeneous

discharge. The initial value ofelectron density could be

varied over orders of magnitude and its geometry controlled

by these simple U.V. masking procedures.

1.4 Time-Dependent Resistance During Breakdown

While a great deal of data is available on the formative
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stage leading to breakdown in a gaseous discharge little is

known about the resistive phase during which the resistance

of the gas falls rapidly with time, with a consequent drop

in voltage and rise in current. Raether (1964) characterized

the early rise of current by an exponential growth with time

constant TK , although this he showed to be dependent on

electron number and therefore time (section (1.3)). J.C.

Martin (1965) gave an empirical expression for the duration

of the resistive phase of a spark channel based on

observations over a wide range of substances of a largely

exponential fall in gap voltage:

where Z is the impedance driving the channel (ohms), E is

the field (lOkV/cm) and p, p0 are the densities of the gas

and air respectively at N.T.P. Martin claimed a fit of 10%

or better.

Much more recently, the time-resolved resistance of a

gaseous discharge during spark breakdown was measured by

Sorenson and Eistic (1977) for the gases nitrogen and

helium. Cary and Mazzie (1979) built upon their work with

experiments involving a number of other gases including

hydrogen and argon. Both papers included measurements taken

when a spark gap was broken down by a pulse charged

transmission line with a slow voltage rise time of up to

2/xs. The fall of resistance was in each case rapid, dropping

to a fraction of an ohm in around lnsec.

Unfortunately the discharge parameters involved were quite

unlike those found in an excimer laser gas mixture - for

-(1.9)
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E

instance,a gap width of tens or hundreds of microns and —

of the order of lOOV/cm-torr or more, leading to a very

rapid drop in resistance. Furthermore, the mechanisms of

spark breakdown may be quite unlike those involved in a

"quasistreamer" breakdown. However, the results may be

informative in pointing towards a form of time dependence

for the resistance suggesting, perhaps, a t~ra or an e~bt
development, and it is in this spirit that the results are

discussed.

For nitrogen at a pressure of 6-48 X 10sPa and with a gap

width of 100Mm, Sorenson and Ristic found that the resistance

of the gap for different values of the transmission line

impedance Z0 could be accurately described by the function

R(t) = 2.0 X 104 ( E2~^Tt )3 -(1-10)
for E = 37k to 404kV/cm, where R(t) is normalized with

respect to the transmission line impedance Z0 . [This
1

comment, it must be said, removes the Z0 dependence.] The

rise time in the voltage wave reflected from the gap was

found for a wide range of parameters to be

Tr = eB nsecs- -a-11)
if p is measured in atmospheres, E in lOkV/cm. z0 in ohms.

This differs from Martin's equation (1.9) but the two

predict similar times in the region E =*■ 80kV/cm between the

ranges studied.

A similar characterization of resistance in. a helium

discharge was found impossible except, perhaps, for

pressures above 8atm.

Cary and Mazzie studied breakdown in the region E =
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158 - 669kV/cm; - = 50 - 850kV/cm-torr; p = 0*5, 25, 50psig;

d = l,3mils using four gases nitrogen, argon, hydrogen and
95%Ar/5%H2. Their results were given in graphical form,
showing resistance versus time on log-log scales. On such a

graph a dependence of the form t"m would appear as a

straight line of slope-m. Sorenson and Ristic suggested that

m = 3.

The results were inconsistent with those of Sorenson and

Ristic, showing straight lines only in the later regions for

nitrogen and for other gases. While several different time

dependences of a t~ra form could be speculated, it is

suggested here that a dependence of the form

R(t) = R0 + ae~bt —(1-12)

might be more appropriate, corresponding to an initial

exponential rise in conductivity reaching a plateau when

R(t) -*■ R0. Such a plateau was suggested by Dickey (1952) in

explaining the kink observed in Fletcher's oscillograms

during the resistive phase. The general shape of such a

curve is illustrated on log-log scales in figure (1.2).

Figures (1.3) to (1.5) illustrate some of the results of

Cary and Mazzie plotted with suggested fits of the form

(1.12). The values were taken from log-linear plots of the

results where logR -> loga + bt log(e) in the higher regions

of the curves. No great accuracy is implied for the

suggested values, in particular the smaller R0 .

Clearly the dependence is not as simple as that of
f

equation (1.12), but some improvement over a straight line

fit may be gained in regions of the graphs. The values give

rates of the order of 1 to lOnsec-1 for the resistance fail
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Figure 1.3 Results of
Cary and Mazzie for
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functions shown. The
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corresponding to time constants of the order of O'l to 1.0
nsecs. Those time constants suggested by Raether (TK) lie

generally an order of magnitude higher and it is in this

region that the excimer laser is taken as lying, with much

lower — than used by Cary and Mazzie.
P

1.5 The Excimer Laser

Although several authors have pointed out the rapidly

decreasing nature of the resistance of an excimer laser

gaseous discharge, little information is available on its

time-resolved form. The impedance matching requirements have

generally been formulated in terms of depositing as much

energy as possible into the gas while the resistance is high

before the onset of arcing. This may be compared with the

case of an electron beam controlled discharge in which a low

(< lf2) impedance may be well matched to the discharge
circuit.

In a properly designed system such as a rare-gas fluoride

system, most of the discharge energy will be channelled into

excitation of the rare gas atom to the metastable levels

rather than into ionization, since this is the preferred

channel for excimer upper level formation. For efficient
£

formation this requires a high value of — provided by a fast

voltage pulse rise leading to substantial overvoltage. In a

helium dominated discharge the high overvoltage is

particularly important owing to the electron cooling action

of the light helium atoms.

While efficiency requirements demand a high value of — at

breakdown, clearly the energy deposited into the discharge

will also be expected to benefit, increasing as the square of
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the peak voltage. Sze and Scott (1978) have shown by

inductance variations a 0-75% voltage drop per nanosecond

increase in voltage rise time, while Sze and Loree (1978)

have shown that output energy is well correlated to input

energy. Watanabe et al (1979) have shown a similar correlation

for variations in electrode separation and pressure, and

have commented that this is due not only to an increased

voltage but also to an increased discharge impedance since

the discharge mechanism would not be expected to vary too

much.
E

At the high level of" in an excimer laser discharge, the

discharge is particularly unstable, the glow typically

lasting only 30-40 nsecs. before the onset of arcing

(although Lin and Levatter (1979) have extended this time by-

using X-ray (very uniform) preionization). The form and

scale of the impedance variation with time is therefore of

importance in matching the external circuit to the discharge

in order to provide as much input energy as possible.

Watanabe et al (1979) gave two time resolved graphs of

discharge impedance, showing a rapid fall to a lower plateau

level before the collapse with arcing after around lOOnsec.

The impedance was seen to increase as the gap width and

pressure of this He/Kr/F2 mixture were increased.Fits to

these curves (see figure (2.6)) have been made by the

present author and result in a clear t"m dependence with m

slightly greater than unity and without the addition of a

separate plateau.

The purpose of this present study is to study

mathematically the time evolution of two lumped-parameter
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discharge circuits and in particular to study the effect of

a time-dependent term in the resistance with reference to

excimer laser, and indeed other, discharges. The form of

time dependence has been taken as that of equation (1.12)

in most cases.



CHAPTER 2

Gaseous Discharges in LCR Circuit Geometry
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Gaseous Discharges in LCR Circuit Geometry

2.1 Introduction

There exist a variety of discharge circuits employed in

the pumping of pulsed gas discharge lasers, not necessarily

devised for the pumping of excimer lasers. The fast

capacitor dumping (capacitor transfer) design has been used

by Andrews et al (1977) for KrF and also by Fitzsimmons et

al (1976) with nitrogen. A cable fed version was used by Sze

and Scott (1978). The LC-inversion circuit has been

particularly popular along with the closely related Blumlein

circuit, examples including Sze and Loree (1978), Burnham et

al (1976) and Schwab and Hollinger (1976), the last again

for the nitrogen laser. A distributed liquid transmission

line storage element has been used by Taylor et al (1978).

The performances of these various circuits can differ widely

depending upon factors such as voltage rise time, over-

voltage, power storage which in turn will depend upon the

inductances involved in circuit components - particularly

the spark; gap - and upon capacity. Different demands on

output energy, efficiency and repetition rate will clearly

influence the design.
• In studying these different circuit designs, the general

circuit equations governing the discharge will be

complicated by the number of loops (generally at least two)

involved in the application of Kirchhoff's laws, if lumped

parameter methods are applicable at all. If the designs have

a common feature at all, however, it is in the simple

LCR circuit discharge and this circuit has
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been used by several authors in formulating models of

discharges in gas lasers (e.g. Johnson et al (1979), Gerry

(1965), Ali (1969)) and has been applied to more complicated

designs (Sze and Loree (1978)) in deriving circuit

parameters. This is based on the assumption that after the

voltage rise a main discharge loop will exist which can be

treated approximately by LCR methods. This is extremely

attractive mathematically since few analytical results exist

for more complicated circuits.

It is the purpose of this chapter to study the effect of a

rapidly decreasing resistance for a discharge in LCR circuit

geometry, mainly by numerical means. In chapter 3 an attempt

will be made to approximate these results mathematically.

2.2 The Circuit Equation

The LCR circuit consists of a capacitor C and inductance L

in series with a time dependent resistance R(t). The

capacitor is charged to a voltage v0 prior to breakdown and
has then a charge Q given by Q0 = CV0 . The resistance E(t)
is defined by

R0 (ext.) an external circuit resistance. No specific

allowance is made for the discharge head inductance although

Sze and Loree have taken this to be a substantial fraction

of the total. The circuit is switched by a spark gap whose

resistance is assumed to fall immediately from infinity to

some value included in R0(ext.). Clearly this is not a

R(t) = R0 + ae"Bt
R0 = R0 (ext.) + R0 (laser)

Where R0 (laser) + ae
-Bt

-(2.1)

-(2.2)

defines the discharge resistance and
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realistic assumption and an improvement to the circuit would

include a time dependent term. The results of Cary and

Mazzie might be particularly useful in this respect. The

inductance of the spark gap would be expected to form a

•large part of L and would in reality be time dependent.

The circuit equation in Q is

L^£+R(t)^ + g-= 0 -(2.3)

yielding for the current I

L0+R(t)^+[R(t) + j!;]I = 0 . -(2.4)

2.3 Integration of the Solutions

The initial rise from zero involves dropping virtually all

of v0 across the larger resistance a. In equation (2.^) this

represents neglecting terms other than R, R to yield
t 1 Bt /o r\—(2.5)

which has been found valid for values of R down to around

500ft. The solutions were actually generated from a value of

a = 108f2 but this was found to be equivalent to a time

delay during which equation (2.5) applied - a resistance of

103f2 would have sufficed to generate the same solutions.

The use of a = 108 therefore generated its own "formative"

time for current build up.

Rather than beginning from a boundary condition 1(0) = 0,

the current then effectively begins at i(o) = —0 apart from3.

a very rapidly decreasing term negigible for t =£ 0. A Gear

method integration (for stiff equations) confirmed this. In

practice the solutions were generated by Merson's method
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from values predicted by the function (2.5) until after the

stiff region. The program described in Appendix 2 checked

the solutions by using the ringing arm LCR circuit and a

high resistance r2 .

The solutions were generated for a range of the parameters

L, C, R0 (laser) and B. The inductance was varied from lOnH

to 40nH while the capacitance was varied from 15nF to 1+OnF.

The value of R0 (laser) was taken as 0-2 - 0*5f2 ; Sze and
Scott (1978) report an impedance of ^£2 to ,-^£2 at the "peak5 1 u

of the current pulse in a KrF laser. R0 (ext.) , including the

spark gap impedance, was taken similarly as 0-5J2 . The value

of B has been discussed in Chapter 1 as likely to lie in the

range ^ = 1 - lOnsecs. An estimate may be taken from theb

paper by Sze and Loree (1978). A kink is observed in the

voltage waveform during the fall after breakdown, with some

20nsec. between breakdown and kink. This may be compared to

the results of Fletcher (19^-9) and following Dickey's

suggestion of a constant resistance effect, it will be

assumed that this kink is caused by the lower plateau

R0 (laser). The resistance must then fall to the order of l£2

say within around 20nsecs. from its value at the voltage

peak. As mentioned at the beginning of this section the

threshold resistance for a measurable effect on the circuit

(i.e. for breakdown) is about 500£2 in this analysis. Thus

eb(20ns.) ^ 50Q or B ^ o-Sns"1 . In fact B is taken in the

range 0-10 - O-ZOns'1 in this analysis.

Z.L,. The Computed Solutions

The graph of figure (2.1) shows the derived current and
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voltage waveforms for a 25nF capacitor charged to 40kV

(other values are shown on the graph). A kink in the voltage

curve is clearly visible beginning at around lOOnsecs. as an

—Bt
effect of the plateau level R0 . Indeed at lOOnsecs. ae ~

0-21 such that the discharge resistance is mainly R0 (laser)

and the fall of the resistance is effectively over by the

peak of the current pulse. As mentioned in the last section

such a discontinuity is visible in the oscillograms of

Fletcher (19^-9) and of Sze and Loree (1978) [ figure (2.2) ]

using in the latter case an LC-inversion circuit. Since a

lower value of B has been used to that roughly derived from

the experimental results of Sze and Loree a longer delay of

around ZfOnsecs. exists between breakdown and discontinuity.

A kink may also be seen in the discharge power graph shown

as one of the examples in figure (2.3). This kink is seen

to precede the voltage kink which in turn precedes the

current peak and this behaviour seems to be visible in the

results of Sze and Loree. The power peak, on the other hand,

is predicted here to occur slightly before the current peak

whereas the difference is more marked in the experimental

case where power deposition is almost over by the peak of

the current. The fact that inductance is not included for

the discharge head would be expected to have some effect

upon the shape of the voltage and therefore the power curves.

The remaining two graphs in figure (2.3) demonstrate the

effect on power deposition of lowering the plateau level

R0 (laser \ The very evident kink is exaggerated as the ratio

R0 (laser)-. R0 ( ext.) is reduced, developing into a separate

peak for a ratio 2 : 5. It has been found that this effect



Figure 2.3 Power
deposited into the
discharge in the
LCR circuit.

Values shown are
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is smoothed somewhat, by a lower value of B as might be

expected from the less rapid fall to the plateau level, and

also by faster rise times associated with a lower value of L

or C.

The general effect upon current pulse shape of introducing

an exponential terra into the resistance can be seen in the

figures (3.1) and (3«2) where two examples of current pulse

shape are shown alongside the result provided by a constant

resistance approximation. (The constant resistance result is

positioned, in time such that the zeros on the falling edge

of the pulses coincide. Also shown is an approximate

solution to be described in chapter 3«)« The extra resistive

term is seen to reduce the peak of the pulse whilst

increasing the pulse width. In fact the width of the pulse

for B = 0-2 is consistently around 27nsecs. longer than the

constant resistance case for variations in capacitance. This

result is indeed also true for inductance variations other

than those of the order of lOnH when the difference

increases. The pulse widths for capacitance variations are

illustrated in figure (3 -3) -

In figure (3.^) the current peaks are shown for variations

in capacitance as a function of the constant resistance

prediction. (Note that the boundary conditions used in

figure {3'k) are ones of equal initial charge CV0 rather

than charging voltage V0 .) Unlike the case of pulse

width, however, the results derived from variations of

inductance show a quite different form. Assuming an equal

initial capacitor charge Q0 the difference is generally

increased for the shorter pulses i.e. for lower capacitance
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or for lower inductance, the latter having the greater

effect.

Energy deposition in a constant resistance circuit leads

to energy sharing in the ratio of the resistances, with

faster rates of rise associated with lower inductance. A

higher capacitance leads to greater energy deposition than a

smaller capacitor charged to the same voltage, but at a

slower rate as a fraction of the originally stored energy.

When the exponential term is included in the discharge

resistance the discharge takes a greater share of the energy

corresponding to the speed with which the current in the

circuit rises, depositing energy while the discharge

resistance is still high. This high region endures generally

during the rise of the current only. For variations in

inductance this leads not only to a faster rise for lower

inductance but also to a greater energy total. For

variations in capacitance the faster rise for a smaller

capacitor implies that the energy deposition is more

efficient, although the greater energy originally stored in

a greater capacitance (assuming equal charging voltages)

increases the actual value of discharge energy. In all cases

the introduction of an exponential term into the resistance

decreases the peak power from the value reached using a

constant discharge resistance and the extra energy derives

from the increased pulse width. For the example shown in

figure (2.1) the peak power is reduced by 15%> while the

total energy deposited is increased by 12.%. Generally

speaking,around half of the energy deposited into the

discharge is deposited before the current peak during the
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resistance fall. This fraction increases for faster rise

times and increases markedly if the ratio R0 (laser ): R0 ( ext.)

is reduced.

The graphs in figure (2.4) illustrate the energy

.deposition (normalized to originally stored energy) for

variations in capacitance while figure (2.5) illustrates the

effect of inductance.

Variations in the rate constant B lead to predictable

effects whereby slower rates of fall broaden the current

pulse and reduce the peak whilst the longer time spent in

the high resistance region increases the total deposited

energy. A fall in deposition rate is observed in reducing B

from infinity (a constant discharge resistance) to 0"10. Any

physical interpretations must include the possibility of

reduced exciraer formation efficiency associated with a slow

fall of resistance. For instance Sze (1979) has commented

that for the rare gas halide lasers the ionization rate may

£
be reduced by the use of a lower value of — at breakdown but

P

that this also reduces the excitation of rare gas

metastables. Laser output is adversely affected despite the

apparent gain in input energy.

2.5 A t~m Form of Resistance

In Chapter 1 mention was made of the time-resolved

impedance measurements made by Y/atanabe et al. Measurements

were made for two gap widths, 30mm at l-5atm. and 45mm at

l-7atm. for a gas mixture of F2/Kr/He = 0-2/5/94-8 in a

preionized LC-inversion circuit charged to 40kV. The

impedance was considerably higher at all times in the larger

gap, falling to roughly 0-after lOOnsecs. compared with a
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Figure 2.6 Points taken
from Watanabe et al (1979)
for a KrF amplifier. The
solid lines have slopes
as shown.

□ 45mm gap ; 1.7atm
Slope = -1.3

O 30mm gap ; 1.5atm
Slope = -1.15
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value of for the 30mm gap.

Fits made to these curves by the present author indicate a

time dependence of the form t"m with m lying in the region

of 1.15 to 1.3 (the smaller gap and pressure give the lower

value) and without the addition of a lower plateau level.

While solutions for such a time dependence are not

considered here, it is possible to solve exactly the case of

an LCR circuit discharge obeying a dependence with m<l in

the form of a series, allowing a wide scope of mathematical

analysis. Indeed a sum of terms obeying m<l could be

envisaged.

The method of series solutions is given in mathematical

texts, for instance the book by Mathews and Walker (page 13).

Briefly, a solution is possible for m<l since the point at

t = 0 is then a regular singular point (unless m> 0 in

which case it is an ordinary point). A series solution has

been found for the case

R(t) = R0 + * -(2-6)

a sum of two terms with m = 0 and m = 1. It is interesting

to note the similarity of the differential equation for

capacitor charge Q to a Bessel's equation of order zero:

4pQ + (Ro+7)^ + g = 0. -(2.7)

Differentiating, the equation in current I becomes

L5?+<R°+r>f+<irr>>1 = 0- -<">

A series solution defined by

T — V rr . n + S1 t —(2.9)
gives upon substitution into the differential equation
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(2.10)

and the two solutions are defined by the relations

R0
[ X + L(l+s) J So

gn+2 = _ [ R0 gn+i(n+s+l) + |? ] (2.11)
(n+s+1) [ L(n+s+2) + A ]

Since the solution with negative s yields infinite current

at t = 0 it is not appropriate. In fact consideration of

equation (2.8) shows that I~t as t -"0, an infinite

resistance demanding zero current.

The coefficients fall as n"1 for the higher n. A series of

coefficients falling as n2 can be derived by removing the

expected (as exp(-j^) dependence from I in an attemptZ,\-i

to discover a more rapidly converging series.

2.6 Discussion

The effect of a time dependent resistance in an LCR

circuit has been discussed in the light of the well known

behaviour of the constant resistance circuit. The high

resistance region reduces the current and power peaks from

those associated with a constant resistance only, while

lengthening the current and power pulses. The effect is

greater when the high resistance region endures through a

larger proportion of the pulse i.e. when L, C or the

constant B are smaller.

Some agreement has been found with qualitative aspects at

least of experimental results. The delay of about 40nsecs.

between breakdown and the kink in the voltage curve of
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figure (2.1) is consistent with the method used in section

(2.3) to estimate a value for B.

Finally, mathematical techniques have been suggested for

the solution of the LCR circuit over a range of time

dependences of the formt"". An approximate solution for

more general time dependences, including an exponential

resistive term, will be detailed in Chapter 3.
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The WKB Method Applied to the LCR Circuit

3.1 Introduction

The results of the previous chapter are based upon

numerical solutions to a linear second order differential

equation with non-constant coefficients. The mathematical

solution for a constant parameter LCR circuit was first

proposed by Lord Kelvin in 1853- For a gaseous discharge,

however, the resistance at least is a time varying quantity

and mathematical solutions are exceedingly difficult if not

impossible. The WKB (V/entzel, Kramers, Brillouin) method

used extensively in wave theory provides for the approximate

treatment of such a second order differential equation. The

general mathematical technique had been used earlier by

Liouville, Rayleigh and Jeffreys.

This chapter reports upon the application of the WKB

method to various examples studied numerically in the

previous chapter. The respective solutions are compared and

empirical improvements to the method suggested. The method is

also compared to the much simpler approximation of a

constant discharge resistance for which an exact solution is

known.

The WKB approximation is briefly reviewed and its

application to this problem described in Appendix k-

3.2 The Current Pulse Shape

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate two examples of the WKB

solutions shown against the numerically derived results of

the previous chapter. The monotonically decreasing



Figure 3.1 Solution and approximations
to the LCR circuit.

Values as shown in figure (2.1).

Computed solution.
Solution for R(t) = constant.
W.K.B. approximation.



Figure 3.2 Solution and approximations
to the LCR circuit.

L = 10 nH.

Other values as shown in figure (2.1).
— Computed solution.

Solution for R(t) = constant.

— W.K.B. approximation.
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resistance splits the solution into two distinct regions

around a turning point t0 ; an initial exponential growth of

current is followed by an oscillatory region, both forms

rising to infinity at the turning point due to the term in

the denominator. It should be noted that this point is not

determined by the condition R2 (t0) --^r = 0 although the value
of t0 will be close.

The rise from t = 0 where the boundary conditions are

Bt
given mimics exactly the scale and form I~e of the

correct solution. While this form soon becomes a large

overestimate in the region of interest beyond about 60nsecs,

the WKB approximation continues to follow the correct curve

for some distance towards the turning point.

The differential equation near to this turning point may

be written in the form of the Stokes differential equation.

This allows the Stokes' regions to be identified for the

problem and by integration around what Kemble called a "good

path" the required coefficients for the oscillatory region

t>t0 may be derived. [ See for example the book by Mathews

and Walker, page 27. ] The necessary coefficients are in fact
7r

complex and a phase of is introduced.

Beyond the turning point the oscillatory solution quickly

becomes a simple underdamped oscillation as the resistance

becomes essentially constant. The phase, however, is incorrect,

with the current oscillating ahead of the numerical solution.

The approximate solution with constant discharge
—Bt

resistance (ignoring the ae term) is also shown in

figures 3»1 and 3*2 positioned such that the end of the

current pulse coincides with that of the numerical solution.
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This corresponds to beginning the pulse v/hen the two terms
Bt

in R(t) = R0 + ae are of comparable magnitude. The effect of

the exponential addition to the resistance is clearly to

broaden the current pulse and reduce the peak.

3.3 The Current Pulse Width and Phase Error

The WKB method provides a particularly accurate fit to the

current rise derived from numerical methods. The fall of the

current pulse is, however, predicted early. This suggests

that the phase constant ~ mentioned in the last section is

an underestimate and that a further constant is required.

Since the resistance is essentially constant by the end of

the current pulse this phase factor may be deduced from the

error Terr. in the position of the current zero.

The WKB solution was calculated for several values of

capacitance (15, 20, 25? 30, ^OnF) to compare with results

of the previous chapter. Figure 3*3 shows the pulse width

determined by this approximation plotted against — , theCO

width predicted by a constant resistance R0 with

-<">

This latter approximation is itself represented by a

straight line. Also included are the numerically derived

values showing a reasonably linear relationship. Indeed the

numerical values are given by + 27nsecs.) in these examples.

The remaining graph of Terr, against — is also linear,
CO

indicating that the phase error ojTerr. varies linearly with u>.

The WKB method thus provides a reasonable estimate of the

pulse width assuming an exponentially decreasing
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resistive term. In the cases shown,the error lies "between 4%

and 9% (4nsecs. and li+nsecs.) and appears to be well-

characterised in terms of co or the WKB-predicted width

itself for these variations in capacitance. The constant

resistance approximation, on the other hand, provides a

constant error of around 27nsecs. for these variations.

Other examples have shown that similar characterisations can

be applied to variations of inductance, but requiring

separate empirical rules. The point on figure 3*3 showing

the position of the L = lOnH example of figure 3^2 suggests,

however, that the same WKB characterisation in terms of w

alone would not be unreasonable for inductance variation,

leaving, in this example, only around l-2nsecs. error. The

phase error is in fact much less sensitive to inductance

variation than to capacitance, as indeed is co .

3.4 The Current Peaks

The connection formula between the two regions t<t0 and

t > t0 mentioned in section 3»2 and Appendix 4 predicts both

the magnitude and the phase of the current oscillations in

the later region. In section 3-3 the phase was demonstrated

to be incorrect causing an underestimate in the pulse width,

and it is to be expected that the predicted size of the

current peak; will also be in error.

Since the WKB approximation tends to infinity near to the

turning point t0 no current peak may be apparent. However, a

point of inflection is apparent suggesting the movement

towards a peak; on the scale of the graph in figure 3-1 this

point of inflection is visible at around lllnsecs. If the
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current. at this point is taken as a prediction of the

current peak, then for the examples of the previous chapter

the errors lie between 5% and 11%.

A second method of deriving a current peak from the WKB

approximate solution is to work backwards via a constant

resistance method from the later regions of the solution.

This can provide improvements over the latter method, the

errors for the capacitance variations ranging from 1% to 9%.

Both estimates are given in graphical form in figure 3.4

for variations in capacitance. They are plotted against the

current peak for constant discharge resistance, given by

l(peak) = coCVq [ 1 + 4L 1 ] exp[ 1 sin^ tan_1 (3-2)
(RrC"

Also included are the numerical solutions to the peaks and

the constant resistance solution itself which appears as a

straight line.

In the region shown it is evident that the WKB predictions

follow closely the behaviour of the numerical solutions. The

predictions from the points of inflection, while less

accurate than those of the back-extrapolation method, do

follow a roughly parallel curve about 1 to l*5kA above the

correct value. The constant discharge resistance method,

while more accurate for lower peaks, appears to diverge from

the correct value at higher peaks. The back-extrapolation

values, on the other hand, appear to improve towards the

higher peaks.

Examples on inductance variation indicate that

characterisations in terms of the constant resistance peaks

do not suffice, and that separate empirical rules are



Figure 3.A Current peaks against
the constant resistance predictions
for variations in capacitance.

Q0 = 25nF . 40kV = lmC.
X Actual peak.

□ W.K.B. predicted peak.

O W.K.B. "back extrapolated" peak.
Constant resistance peak.
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required. The predictions deteriorate for the faster rising
cases of lower inductance.

3.5 Artificially Improved Versions

Knowledge of the phase error and current peak error as

described in the last two sections allows a greatly improved

WKB version of the region t>t0 to be obtained. The

introduction of the extra phase factor significantly

improves the form of the current peak providing a much more

realistic picture of the pulse, while the peak error

provides the necessary scaling. An example of the result is

given in figure 3.5 alongside the numerical solution and a

scaled, positioned version of the constant resistance

approximation. While the latest offers no approximation to

the current rise, it would be expected to improve upon the

WKB shape around the peak and this is seen to be the case. A

combination of the two approximations based only upon the

two empirical 'WKB factors leaves a small region unspecified,

roughly between 90 and I05nsecs. in figure 3-5-

3.6 Discussion

For the particular case of an exponentially decreasing

term in the discharge resistance, the WKB method has been

shown to provide reasonable estimates for the pulse height

and width of a gaseous discharge from a charged capacitor.

These estimates can improve significantly upon those derived

from a constant discharge resistance approximation. The

shape of the pulse is predicted well, in particular the

initial rise from zero. The peak and subsequent oscillation



Figure 3.5 Artificially
improved approximations
for the example of
figure (3.1).

Computed solution.
- Solution R(t) = constant.

W.K.B. approximation.
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are greatly improved by the inclusion of two empirical but

well-characterised factors of phase and scale, although the

same could be said for a constant resistance. These factors

arise mainly in the region around t0 where the WKB

approximation becomes invalid, and may be predictable to

some extent mathematically.

The examples studied in this chapter involve a relatively

slow fall in resistance exp[-g^-] although to a high base
level of 112. For a fast fall the resistance approaches a

step-down from infinity to a ground level and a constant

resistance approximation would be expected to become more

suitable. The validity of the V/KB approximation must also be

considered for fast rates of change.

While the method has been applied to an exponential decay

of resistance, other forms of decay have been suggested -

for example the tf3 experimental results of Sorenson and

Ristic - and it is hoped that the method may be usefully

applied to some of these. To this end, much of the analysis

of Appendix i+ is carried out for tne general case.
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Gaseous Discharges in the LC-Inversion Circuit

4.1 Introduction

Several authors have reported discharge models of the LC-

inversion circuit. Greene and Brau (1978) in a companion

paper to the experimental report by Sze and Loree (1978)

performed a numerical analysis based upon equations coupling

the discharge kinetics to the discharge circuitry and

indicated the extent to which theory could be used to

predict results not only for discharge characteristics but

also for laser performance. While this work applied

specifically to a lumped component circuit, it has been

suggested by Burnham et al (1976) that the Blumlein circuit

could lose its transmission line nature over the relatively

long rise times involved in an excimer laser discharge. A

lumped parameter model would then be appropriate, closely

related to the LC-inversion geometry.

In addition to more involved numerical analyses based upon

circuit and discharge coupling [ for instance Greene and Brau
(1978) for rare gas fluorides, Chubb and Michels (1979) for

rare gases], models of the LC-inversion circuit have also
been based upon a constant discharge resistance following

gas breakdown [schwab and Hollinger (1976) for nitrogen,

Burnham et al (1976) for rare gas fluorides]. This latter
model lends itself to exact analysis for the circuit and

some results are detailed in Appendices 1 ana 3 leading to

an exact solution of equations for energy deposited into the

discharge for general boundary conditions.

It is the purpose of this chapter, however, to attempt a
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middle ground between,on the one hand,the simplest model of

a constant discharge resistance and,on the other hand,the

much more complicated treatment of gas discharge kinetics. A

time-dependent discharge resistance will be used in order to

•study circuit behaviour and in particular to predict energy

deposition into the gas discharge.

4.2 The Circuit and Method of Solution

Figure (4.1) shows the discharge circuit used to model the

LC-inversion circuit. The inductances Lj , L2 and I the

resistances Rj , R2 and r and the capacitances Cj and C2 are

as may be found in figure (Al.l). L2 is composed of L2 (ext.)

from the external circuit and L2 (laser) of the discharge head

while R2 is similarly composed of R2 ( ext.) and R2 (laser ). The

definition

R2 ( laser ) = R2 0 (laser ) + ae Bt —(4-1)

allows a time-dependent form for the discharge resistance.

Using charges Qj and Q2 on the two capacitors Cj and C2

respectively as the dependent variables, the discharge

equations are given by Kirchhoff's laws as

LiQi + RrQi +/(Qi +Q2) + r (Qi +Qa) + 5i(Qi + Q2) = 0 -(4.2)
l2Q2 + r2 (t)Q2 + ^ (Qi + Q2) + r (Qi + Q2) + ^ (Qi + Q2) + ^ Q2 = o (4-3)

with Ii =• Qi and I2 = Q2 . —(4.4)

The two differential equations (4.2) and (4.3) can be

uncoupled to yield a single fourth order differential

equation in Qj or q2 . For constant coefficients the

assumption Q~ekt yields a quartic equation in k which is

exactly soluble. In practice numerical solutions are

preferable to the exact solutions and the analysis of



L2 (ext.) R2(ext.)

Figure 4.1 Model of the LC-Inversion Circuit
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Appendix 1 simply assumes that the four roots are known.

The four coefficients required to complete the solution are

determined in Appendix 1 from initial boundary conditions on

currents It , I2 and charges Qj , Q2 . The result is a

•mathematical expression for the behaviour of the LC-

inversion circuit with constant circuit parameters.

This analysis is employed in a step by step fashion to

solve the LC~inversion circuit for the more general time

dependent circuit parameters already discussed. The method

is described in Appendix 2.

^•3 Simulation of Experimental Waveforms

In Chapter 2 the results of Sze and Loree (1978) were used

to estimate a time constant for the resistive phase of

breakdown in an excimer laser discharge. An LCR circuit

discharge was then modelled and a comparison was made of

qualitative aspects at least of the experimental and

modelled waveforms. In this section an attempt will be made

to simulate as closely as possible the waveforms (figure

(2.2)) observed by Sze and Loree with the aid of the

companion paper by Greene and 3rau (1978) mentioned in the

introduction. Circuit parameters are taken from the two

papers when possible.

In section (2.3) a value of B ~ (13ns"1 was estimated for

the rate constant (1/time constant). This value is used here.

The ringing arm capacitance C, and the discharge arm

capacitance C2 are taken from the experimental paper to be

19nF and 2i+nF respectively both charged to 25kV. Greene and

Brau in their model took Lj to be 47nH, the value used here.

(Note that their notation differs.) Similarly 0*15$1 is
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attributed to the spark gap (to Rj) and to both capacitors

C! (to r) and C2 (to R2 (ext.)). The value R20 (laser) is

taken as 0 "3^ in accordance with the estimate of Sze and

Loree and L2 (laser) as 7nH. Since / is not included in

either paper it is set to zero. The value of L2 (ext.) is

reduced from the given 26nH to 20nH in the light of trial

results and bearing in mind the rough derivation by Sze and

Loree.

The initial stage of the program involves setting R2 high

during the ringing of the switching loop. In theory the

circuit can reverse the voltage across Cj to build up a

discharge voltage almost twice the charging voltage before

breakdown. In practice, while a considerable overvoltage is

achieved above the static breakdown level,the gas breaks

down before voltage doubling. Clearly the peak voltage level

will depend upon the rise time of the voltage pulse and

therefore upon Lt . Sze and Loree comment that the gas

actually begins to break down at around lOkV in all cases.

The finite time taken for current to build up in the

discharge allows the overvoltage to develop.

To model this effect the resistance fall is initiated at a

discharge voltage of 20kV with the initial value of R2 (laser)

as a = 1000ft . This allows a "formative period" before R2

decreases to a level at which I2 is appreciable. The

formative period can be increased by increasing a (or

decreasing B). Clearly the constant B is itself a function

of overvoltage but,in so far as no discharge coupling is

used,the model does allow a period for overvoltage, with

increasing overvoltage for faster rise times. The time taken
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_g £

for the exponential term ae" to fall to the same order as

the plateau level R20 (laser) is, with these values of
circuit parameters, around 27nsecs.

The results of this analysis are shown in figure (4.2)

alongside the results of Sze and Loree. In accordance with

the practice of Greene and Brau in their simulation,the
waveforms have been adjusted in time so that the peaks of

the voltage curves agree. Also the experimental current

waveform has been normalized since absolute measurements

were not made. The difference in voltage rise times may be

partly attributed to the finite rise time of the spark gap.

In fact the program provides an exponential facility for Ri

but this is not used.

The estimated 28kA current of Sze and Loree is not seen,

the predicted peak being under 20kA. The relative timing of

the voltage and current pulses is reasonably predicted but

the current pulse is some 5 - lOnsecs. early. These

discrepancies, however, may also be found in the predictions

of Greene and Brau.

The peak voltage is predicted to be 25kV as given by Sze

and Loree. This represents a voltage overshoot of 5kV above

the 20kV level assigned to the beginning of the resistance

fall. The kink in the voltage curve is visible at around 80

nsecs. on the rise of the current pulse but is early

compared to the experimental kink. The negative overshoot is

clearly reduced. Following Sze and Loree's suggestion,the

peak current and the voltage at that time do yield a value

of 0for the resistance of the gas at that point.

Modelling the discharge arm by an LCR approximation after
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breakdown is shown to be dubious, however, by the form of Ii

(shown as one of the curves of figure (4.7)) which is held

high during the discharge implying significant coupling

between the two loops. This justifies the use of a different

value for L2 (ext.) from the one derived by the LCR
approximation in which Sze and Loree ignored the ringing arm

after breakdown.

Two theoretical power curves are given in figure (4.3),

one defined as I2VL the product of discharge current and

voltage while the other is defined as I22R.2 (laser). The

former is also given by Sze and Loree in their results. The

rise of power a few nanoseconds before the current rise is

in agreement with these. The kink caused by the plateau

level R20 (laser) is visible in the purely resistive power

curve but is smoothed out by the presence of the inductive

term in i2vl _ The position of the discontinuity at around 80

nsecs. agrees with the experimental results. However the

peak of the power in the experimental case follows closely

afterwards contrary to prediction. This may be in line with

the late prediction of current peak.

It is interesting from the point of view of laser

performance that the product I2vl exaggerates considerably

the peak power actually deposited into the discharge

resistance while underestimating the rise time.

The paper by Greene and Brau makes predictions of the

experimental results of a slightly different circuit with Cj

replaced by a 24nF capacitor and with L2 taken as 17nH. With

these corrections (still keeping L2 (laser) = 7nH) an

analysis was performed by the present method and the



FigureU.3Power depositedintothe dischargeinthe LCinversioncircuit. Valuesasin figure(U.2). Experimental
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PowerI2'R2•
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resulting voltage and current waveforms are illustrated in

figure (4.4) alongside the experimental results.

4. 4 Variations in Circuit Parameters

Beginning with the values for parameters used for the

simulation of experimental results by Sze and Loree,

individual parameters were varied and the effects on circuit

behaviour are discussed in this section. In the next section

the consequences for energy deposition are discussed more

quantitatively.

Chubb and Michels (1979) have studied a Blumlein circuit

for a rare gas discharge and have commented that the three

important circuit parameters are switch inductance (Lj),

switch resistance (Rj) , and the capacitance ratio j=r . Sze
*-■1

and Scott (1978) have commented for a KrF laser that Lx

determines the voltage rise time while after breakdown L2

determines the current rise time, adding that a Insec.

increase in voltage rise time can lead to a 0*75% fall in

peak voltage.

The discharge voltage curves of figure (4-5) illustrate

the effect on voltage rise time of varying the ringing arm

inductance Lt . The three values used - 30, 47 and lOOnH -

give voltage rise times of 42, 50 and 68nsecs. with peaks of

2.5'7, 24*4 and 22-3kV respectively. On the basis of a 0-75%

per nsec. decrease in peak, the highest value of 25-7kV

would be reduced to 24*2kV and 21-lkV for the two higher

inductances. This shows excellent agreement in the region

30nH to 47nH in which practical inductances may lie.

The current peaks are similarly reduced as Lj increases
but rise time remains constant at around 35nsecs. Sze and
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Scott (1978) comment that this rise time is given by ^
yielding here = 45nsecs. using the lowest value of R2 .

The power peak (I2VL ) is significantly reduced as L! is

increased, falling some 27% in the range 30nH to lOOnH v/ith

no significant change in pulse width. The curves are shown

in figure (4.6) and may be compared with similar curves in the

paper by Sze and Loree who also varied voltage rise time by

varying Lt .

It might be suggested that a small value of Li should lead

not only to a rapid reversal in the voltage across Cj before

breakdown but also to a rapid reversal back depleting the

discharge voltage. This effect is not seen, however, owing

to the strong coupling between the two loops after breakdown.

The curves of figure (4.7) illustrate the It waveforms and

show that breakdown occurs well before the ringing arm has

reversed, when Ij would in theory have dropped to zero. The

subsequent coupling holds Ii high (as mentioned in Section

(4.2)) and the ringing arm does not actually reverse until

well after the region of interest.

The effect on current rise time of the discharge arm

inductance was tested by varying L2 (ext.). The current pulses

are shown in figure (4.8) for values of 10, 20 and 40nH and

clearly the effect is large. The voltage peak is similarly

increased for lower inductances, with some 2 - 3nsecs.

lengthening of the initial rise as may be seen in figure

(4.9). The rapid build-up of current afforded by the lower

inductance actually holds the voltage high while the

resistance is falling.(The effect on power is particularly

great with a drop in peak of some 55% between cases L2 (ext.) =
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lOnH and 40nH with a 25nsec. increase in rise time.)

Perhaps the most important parameter involved in the

circuitry is the capacitance ratio 02:0!. While the effect

of inductance is of major importance for the performance of

•the laser, it is not a freely variable quantity but should
be generally as small as possible within geometry and design

limitations. The values of Cj and C2 , however, are much more

accessible to the user for variations. Given a number of

doorknob capacitors for instance it would be of value to

know the optimum ratio in which to place them. Of course

inductance would undoubtedly be altered too in practical

terms.

The effects of varying both Cj and c2 separately were

studied. An increase in Cj was found to lead to an increase

in voltage rise time because of the ringing arm time

constant and consequently to a drop in peak voltage. The

effect on current and power, however, is particularly

interesting. The power curves are shown in figure (4.10) for

Cj =12, 24 and 48nF around a C2 value of 24nF. The peak

power for Cj = 24nF is only nominally higher than that for

C4 = l2nF despite an overall increase of one third in the

original energy stored. Doubling Cx again to 48nF leads to

an actual drop in the peak power. The discharge current

follows this behaviour. Furthermore the rise times for power

and current as well as voltage are considerably increased by

a larger Ct . This suggests an optimum value for Cy between,

on the one hand,a rise in stored energy as Cj is increased

and,on the other hand,a rise in circuit time constants.

Variations in c2 were found not to affect voltage rise
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tirae or peak for values of 10, 20 and 40nF. After the kink

during voltage fall the voltage is held somewhat higher for

higher C2 . The curves of figures (4.11) and (4.12) show the

evolution of the current and power pulses. Increasing c2

■from lOnF to 40nF represents a total capacitance increase

from 29nF to 59nF or roughly double. This does not, however,

lead to a doubling of current or power peak. The higher C2

leads instead to a higher time constant for the discharge

loop and therefore to a longer rise to peak current. This

analysis suggests that large increases in C2 will not lead

to ever larger laser outputs. The lengthening of the current

pulse is not expected to maintain the stable discharge

region and arc formation will terminate lasing. This has

been mentioned by Sze (1979) who maintained a high current

using high energy storage but found that for much of the

time the discharge voltage was zero. He thus suggested that

optimum capacitance is determined by the stable discharge

time.

The effect shown in figure (4.11) whereby the discharge

current does not turn negative is also seen for variations
r

in Cj and seems to be associated with a ratio ~ 2 .
L.i

Finally the two discharge parameters R20 (laser) and 3 were

varied. On this model a variation of B leads to larger over-

voltages for slower rates of fall v/hereas this effect would

tend to be associated with lower overvoltages. Generally,

though, an increase in R20 (laser) or a decrease in B leads

to an increase in the average resistance and therefore to an

increase in rise time. The paper by Greene and Brau provides

experimental waveforms (from Sze and Loree) for both KrF and
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ArF laser discharges. The ArF discharge involves a higher

voltage rise time and peak but is followed by a much more

rapid fall in voltage and presumably resistance. The current

rise time is lowered. Clearly then the value of B is very

dependent upon the nature of the discharge and its
£characteristic parameters such as —. The paper by Sze makes

reference to work by Martin (AWRE report SSNA (JCM/70Z+/49))

involving resistive phase time constants determined by

pressure and discharge dimensions. The effect of these two

parameters on resistance has already been mentioned with

reference to V/atanabe et al (1979) and Raether (196/+).

4.5 Energy Deposition

The high concentration of excited molecules required for

threshold gain in an excimer laser demands the rapid

deposition of large amounts of energy into the laser medium

£and it has already been stated that the high value of —

P

necessary for efficient excitation limits the stable glow

region following breakdown to typically 30 - z+Onsecs.

Localized space charge fields caused by non-uniform pre-

ionization or statistical fluctuations then lead to the

formation of streamer arcs and the destruction of lasing.
The efficiency of formation of the excited states is a

function of the time varying — requiring careful analysis.
However Sze and Loree have suggested that the primary effect

afforded by a low - in the rare gas fluorides is the
P

decrease in energy deposited into the discharge and not the

decrease in excitation efficiency. They showed for the KrF

laser that output energy bears a strong correlation to input

energy for different voltage rise times. Watanabe et al
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(1979) have shown excellent correlations for variations in

pressure and electrode separation.

The paper by Sze and Loree provides results on the

variations with voltage rise time of input energy, output

energy and the value of — at breakdown. The deposited energy

was measured during the first ringing of the voltage pulse.

The associated power variations have already been discussed

in section In this section the energy deposited

during the first ringing of the voltage pulse is modelled

and plotted graphically in figure (^.13) alongside the

experimental results of Sze and Loree. The corresponding

values of — at breakdown are also shown (scaled on the
P

T7

assumption that an — of 8-2kV/cm-torr is equivalent to a

discharge voltage of 25kV).
E

A more rapid fall in — is evident in the experimental

results than is seen in the modelled results. However, the
E

model imposes a minimum value of 20kV on — which is too high

for the lower experimental values, indicating a likely

improvement necessary for the model. Although Sze and Loree

have fitted a straight line to their curve it is suggestive

of the modelled shape, more appropriate to the notion of a

0-73% decrease per nanosecond increase in rise time. It must

be borne in mind that the rise times measured experimentally

are generally longer than the modelled rise times.

Conversely, as energy values are normalized, it is likely

that the higher rise time results are too high because of
E

the overestimate of —. If these were lowered the modelled
P

curve would resemble more the experimental curve with

underestimated rise time. The general trend is, however,
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observed and is followed in parallel fashion by deposited

energies calculated during the first current pulse and in

total.

Sze (1979) has pointed out that much of the deposited

energy is wasted owing to a delay between the current and

laser pulses, with the flow of electrical power at a peak

before the current peak. Side-light fluorescence indicated

that the KrF* upper laser level density followed closely the

current curve. A substantial increase in performance was

observed by Sze and Scott (1978) using a cable-fed device

with much faster current rise and therefore more nearly

synchronous current and lasing pulses.
-

c2
The effect of capacitance ratio ^ upon energy deposition

has been tested by variations in both parameters. The

results are shown in figures (1+.14) and (4.15) for both

actual energy deposited during the first ringing of the

voltage pulse and for efficiency based upon original energy

stored. Variations in Cj (figure (4.14)) indicate a maximum

both in absolute terms and in terms of efficiency. The most
C 3

efficient ratio is seen to be in the region of —■ = with a
Li I

rapid fall for a ratio below 1 or above 2 . The analysis was

repeated for a greatly reduced value of L, = 27nH with very

3
similar results suggesting an optimum value of w •

The variations of C2 in figure (Zf.15) show an increasing

deposition of energy with increasing capacitance up to 80nF.

The efficiency, however, reaches a plateau region between C2

= 25nF and C2 = 50nF. An estimate of ^ = -§ would indicate
*-*i ^

an optimum in the region of C2= 30nF.
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4.6 Discussion

The inclusion of a time dependent term for the resistance

of a gas discharge has allowed reasonable simulations to be

made of the LC-inversion circuit behaviour based upon a

simple model together with given circuit details and a rough

calculation of the resistive phase time constant. The

accuracy of the model is comparable to the results of

discharge kinetics coupled analysis but provides no lasing

details.

The model has allowed reasonable predictions to be made

concerning the effect of voltage rise time on energy

deposition in the belief that the deposited energy is a

major factor in determining laser output. The effect of

other circuit parameters on discharge behaviour has been

predicted, in particular the effect of the capacitance ratio
C 3

. It is suggested that a ratio of x provides optimum
L,j I

efficiency for the circuit studied, although separate

variations of Cj and C2 indicate that it is not only the

ratio which is important. The equation (A3.24) would seem

to confirm this.



CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Suggestions for Further V/ork
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Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work

5.1 Introduction

It has been shown in Chapter 4 that the use of a time

dependent term to describe the resistance of a gaseous

discharge after breakdown can provide some insight into the

behaviour of an LC-inversion circuit driving an excimer

laser discharge. In particular,a simple model provides an

estimate of the laser cavity peak voltage. This is not

possible in a constant resistance model in v/hich the laser

cavity voltage collapses immediately following breakdov/n nor

in the LCR circuit discharge if no voltage rise is modelled.

The deposition of energy into the discharge is very

dependent upon the size of the overvoltage and the extent of

the high resistance region. In the simulation of section

(4«3) the discharge resistance reaches its lower level

shortly before the discharge voltage falls to zero and over

two thirds of the input energy is deposited during this

higher resistance phase. Large time constants can, however,

cause a considerable amount of energy to remain in the

circuit after the ringing of the first voltage pulse. A slow

rise of discharge current does not allow significant energy

deposition during the high resistance region and most of the

energy deposited during the first ringing of the voltage

pulse is deposited while the resistance is only moderately

higher than its plateau level. The falling voltage and

rising current produce a power peak preceding the current

peak and Sze (1979) has commented that this effect can waste

electrical energy before lasing begins. A fast current rise
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is needed to synchronise the power, current and lasing

pulses for greater efficiency.

The external resistances used in the analyses of Chapter 4

are of the same order as the lower level of the discharge

■resistance and consequently remove a significant amount of

energy from the circuit. In a constant discharge resistance

model of their very low inductance Blumlein circuit, Burnham

et al (1976) predicted a 70 - 80% deposition of originally

stored energy into the 0-5fl discharge resistance during the

first 50nsecs. after breakdown. The spark gap resistance of

0-05ft took 15% with the remainder deposited afterwards.

V/ith suggested inductances of only 2nH this represents a

much more efficient deposition than could be realized in the

higher inductance circuits discussed in Chapter 4.

It is hoped that the use of a time dependent resistance

for the discharge -resistance can provide a useful means to

optimize energy deposition in the LC-inversion circuit, and

various effects of inductance and capacitance values are

discussed in Chapter 4. It must be remembered that in a real

circuit,values are unlikely to be alterable at will and that

values of capacitance, inductance and resistance will be

physically linked. Furthermore it is not necessarily true

that circuit parameters can be assumed constant. Eothe and

Gibson (1977) have mentioned the fall in capacitance of

barium titanate capacitors as applied voltage is increased

and this phenomenon has been studied more closely by

Matsumoto et al (1980). The doorknob capacitors used by Sze

and Loree (1978) showed this behaviour, possibly affecting

the results cited in Chapter 4. In their experiments the
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peak voltage rose linearly with charging voltage v0 and it

might have been expected that the output energy would rise

as v02 or more(given more favourable formation of the upper

laser level). In fact the output energy rose less than

■linearly with V0 . (Their argument is misleading however, in

that the linear relationship between peak voltage and V0 over

the range studied involves a non-zero intercept and a

gradient much less than unity - not a simple proportionality.

This was confirmed by application of the model of Chapter k-)

Circuit analysis and optimization can be improved if

mathematical expressions are available to supplement or even

replace numerical techniques requiring solutions by

computer. The results of Appendices 1 and 3 describe the LC-

inversion circuit behaviour and energy deposition for

constant circuit parameters and their use is discussed in

the following two sections. The mathematical techniques for

describing the LCR circuit are well known and suggestions

have been made in Chapters 2 and 3 for developing the

analysis.

5.2 A Mathematical Analysis of the LC-Inversion Circuit

A simple model of the laser cavity resistance involves a

single step-down of resistance from a high value prior to

breakdown to a low value following breakdown, typically of

the order of a fraction of an ohm. Schwcb and Hollinger

(1976) have used a step down from lMf2 to 0*3£2 in their

model of a Blumlein circuit. Burnham et al (1976) have used

a step down from infinity.

On this model the results of Appendix 1 can be used to
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provide mathematical expressions for circuit behaviour

during the entire process. Before breakdown the ringing arm

behaves as a pure LCR circuit unaffected by the much smaller

current in. the discharge arm. The voltage across the laser

cavity is derived from the calculated voltage across Ct , /

and r and from the constant voltage V0 across C2 . This total

acts as a driving term for r2 (and to a very small extent

l2) while r2 is high. Once the breakdown voltage is reached

the known boundary conditions can then be used in the

analysis of Appendix 1 to solve for the subsequent behaviour

of the full LC-inversion circuit while r2 is low.

5.3 An Improved Analysis

The simple model described in the last section requires

prior knowledge of the breakdown voltage. In the last

chapter it was shown that the use of a resistive phase time

constant goes some way towards providing a voltage over¬

shoot dependent upon the rate of voltage rise across the

cavity, as is seen experimentally. Unfortunately such a time

dependent resistance is beyond the scope of Appendix 1 and

requires numerical computation of results.

A very good approximation to the computed peak voltage is,

however, possible. It has been found that the ringing arm

behaves quite separately from the discharge arm at least

until the peak of the cavity voltage. The low current I2

furthermore implies a constant voltage V0 across C2 . It is

therefore possible to calculate the total voltage across ,

c2 , I and r to a very good approximation and to use the

resultant expression, U(t) say, as a driving force for L2
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and R2 . This voltage sum was found to be correct to within

1% near the cavity voltage peak in the simulation of the Sze

and Loree (1978) results.

Equating this driving force to the voltage across R2 and

L2 leads to a first order differential equation in I2 which

is always soluble. As a first approximation the current may

be taken as

since R2 is large. Differentiation can then yield L2I2 as

the voltage across the inductance L2 . Clearly this yields a

total greater than U(t) and the two voltages I2R2 and L2I2

must be scaled (in proportion) to sum to U(t). Although a

rough approximation, this was found to give a peak voltage

of 24 "3kV as compared with 24*5kV in the simulation of the

results of Sze and Loree (1978), and with the correct

timing. Indeed the approximation was not unreasonable a

little beyond the voltage peak. By the time R2 had fallen

from lkfi to around 30 the error was only 2%.

Lower values of R2 lead to appreciable currents I2 and the

coupling in the LC-inversion circuit becomes significant. At

this stage it is possible to postulate a constant resistance

level for R2 and to employ the methods of Appendix 1.

Y/hile not providing the correct resistance level during

the important build up to current peak this approximation

analysis does, therefore, estimate the over-voltage so

important for efficient energy deposition into the laser

discharge. Using the derived boundary conditions the energy

deposition can be described by integration of the expression

for I2 or the total energy deposited may be evaluated by an
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immediate application of the results of Appendix 3«

5.4 Discussion and Suggestions for Further V/ork

Although mathematical expressions for deposited energy in

the LC-inversion circuit can be complicated as is clear from

Appendix 3> it should be possible in the simpler cases to

derive an expression such as that expanded in section

(A3-3). This formula (A3.24) is based upon the reasonable

assumption that I2 = 0 at breakdown but the less reasonable

though ideal assumption that the ringing arm has completely

reversed and that Ij = 0 . Alternatively, should only one or

two circuit parameters be in question - say Ct and C2 - then

an expression involving these parameters only should not be

difficult to expand from equation (A3.18) incorporating, if

desired, the methods outlined in the last two sections.

Differentiation would then suggest an optimum value for

total energy deposition.

In any case the methods outlined in sections (5.2) and

(5.3) should allow reasonable predictions of the LC-

inversion circuit behaviour to be made without recourse to

computer methods. The behaviour of the LCR circuit v/as the

subject of Chapters 2 and 3 and it is envisaged that the

modelling of the ringing arm may be improved by the similar

use of a time dependence for the spark gap resistance.

Certainly the voltage rise times in the LC-inversion circuit

are longer than those predicted in Chapter 4.

Although an exponential fall in resistance has been used

here, characterized by a time constant other time

dependences such as t"m have been suggested and should not
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further complicate the analysis. Work is necessary to study

the nature of the time dependence in an excimer laser

discharge and to identify, if possible, a reasonably simple

form. Should it be possible to identify the main mechanisms

involved this should help to estimate time constants rather

than adopt an entirely empirical approach. Raether (1964)

for instance has compared early time constants with av, the

product of Townsend ionization coefficient and drift

velocity.

In furthering the mathematical analysis, series solutions

such as those described in section (2.5) should be possible

for the LC-inversion circuit. The WKB method has been used

to approximate the solutions of two coupled second order

differential equations (see for instance the book by Eudden),

although the coupling in the LC-inversion circuit would seem

large.It may be possible to improve the analysis of the

behaviour immediately following breakdown since coupling is

then small. For instance, a method of feeding a first

approximation back into the differential equations may

improve upon the approach adopted in section (5*3)•

The LCR and LC-inversion circuits comprise only two of the

discharge schemes used to power excimer lasers. It should be

possible to extend the idea to other systems such as the C-

to-C transfer system and indeed to other laser gases of

which carbon dioxide is an important example.
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,Solution of the LC-Inverslon Circuit for Constant Circuit

Parameters

Al.l The Circuit Equations

The LC-inversion circuit may be modelled by a two-loop

circuit in which a ringing arm contains the switch and a

discharge arm contains the laser cavity. In the illustration

below r, R.! , R2 represent resistances; /, L, , L2 represent

inductances; C. , C2 represent capacitances, 1. and I2

represent currents in the ringing arm and discharge arm

respectively.

Fig. Al.l Model of LC-Inversion Circuit

If charges Q4 and Q2 are associated with the currents It and

I2 respectively, then the circuit obeys the differential

equations

Li Qi + Ri Qi +1 (Qi + Q*) + r(Qi + Q2) + ^ (Qi + Q2) = 0

L2 Qa + Pv2 Q2 + I (Q, + Q2) + I (Q, + Q2) -1- ~ (Qj + Q2) + £ Q2 = 0 . (Al.l)

Assuming behaviour of the form

Qi - ekt and Q2 = Hckt then (A1.2)
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Lj k2 + Rj k + Ik2 (1+H) + rk(l+H) +h (1+H) = 0Ci

L2k2 + R2k + /k2(l+H) +rk(l+H)(1+H) +~ II = 0 .Cj Cj2

By rearranging terms to give

(/+Lj )k2 + Ir+Rj )k +~ - -H(/k2 +rk+~r )Ci Ci

(/+L2 )k2 + (r+R2 )k +~ + = ~(/k2 +i-k-+i- )

it is clear that k is a solution of the quartic equation

■ (A1.3)

[(/+L, )k2 + (r+R, )k +7T ] [(/+L2 )k2 + (r+R2 )k + - + ^ ] = (/k2+rk+p }2 . — (A1.4)L< j v_^2 i

The right hand side appears as a coupling term between the

two loops. It is interesting to note that this would be absent

for two unconnected loops, as in the illustration below. Then

k would be a solution of the quartic equation

[(/+Lj)k2 + (r+Rj )k + ] [(/+L2 )k2 + i'r+R2 )k +4- + pr ] = 0 . —(A1.5)

R2

Fig- A1. 2 Uncoupled loops of I.C-Invcrsion Circuit

Given the four solutions k; of the quartic equation (Al.lt)
the charges Qi and Q2 may be defined by

Qi = 2 Aj exp(kjt) and Q2 = Z X; cxp(k;t)
(=i t=i

— (A1.6)
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and the currents Ii and I2 by

I, = ^ Biexp(kit) and I2 = £ Y;exp(kit) . (Al-7)i=l i»l

Clearly B; = k;Aj and Y; = k;X; . (A1.8)

Equations (Al.2) and (A1.3) show that A; and X; (and similarly

B; and Yj ) are related by the factor H. The equations (A1.8)
and (Al.2) thus provide 12 independent relations between the

16 coefficients A;, B;, X;, Y;. The four equations still necessary

for the solution of all the coefficients are supplied by the

boundary conditions at t = 0.

2Ai = Q,(0) Ibj = 1,(0)

SXj = 0,(0) 2^ = I2(0) (A1.9)
i=l i~\

It is proposed to write the relations (Al.2) and (A1.3) as

Xj = nijAj

[(/+L)ki2+(r+R)ki+i+^]
where — m j — ;

(/kj2 + rk; + ^ )
= 1 +

(Lk;2 + Rk; + -^r)
1

(flq2 + rkj +-£)

and where L = L,, R = R,,-^-= 0 .

Then the boundary conditions (Al.9) may be written in the

matrix form

(A1.10)

(Al.ll)

1 1 1

m. m2 ma

k. k2 k3

m,k1 m2k2 m3k

m4

k4

A, "QiW
a2 Q2(O)

A3 Ii (0)

a4 MO)

■(Al.9)

The following analysis will solve these equations for A, as a

function of kt only, and thus by analogy for A2,A3 ancj A4 •

form in which m, was defined in equation (Al.10) also allows

an immediate deduction of the coefficients Xj via the
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1

observation that mj becomes -jn. (i.e. H becomes —) upon the1 H

substitutions

R = R2) L = La, —(A1.12)
as is evident from equations (A1.3)« With the reversal of

. Qi(0) and Q2(0) and of 1,(0) and I2(0) in the solution, A;

then becomes .

Al.2 Results from the Theory of Equations

The analysis relies heavily upon the theory of equations.

If we define

oq — k, "fl- k2 k3 k4

<J2 = k,k2 + k,k3 + k,k4 + k2k3 + k2k4 + k3k4

03 ^ k,k2k3 k,k2k4 k,k3k4 *7* k2k3k4

a4 = k,k2k3k4 —(A1.13)

then the expanded form of equation (Al.^) becomes

k4 - a,k3 + a2k2 - a3k + a4 =0 —(Al-4)

with

[(/+L,)R2 +(/+L2)R, + r(L, +L2 )]
a, = - ■

a2 =

[/(L, +L2 ) + L, L2 ]

[^2 + L, + Q + r(Rl +R2 ) + R1 R2 ]
[/(L, +L2) + L, L2 ]

[r.(-F +h )+7;
a3 = 1

[/(L, +L2 ) + L, L2 ]

a4 = . —(A1.14)
C, C2 [/(L, +L2) + L, L2 ]
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A1.3 Solution of the Coefficients

Matrix manipulation of (Al.9) provides the simultaneous

equations

(k3-kj )(m4-m1) (k3-k2 )(m4-m2)

(k4-ki)(m3-m1) (k4-k2 )(m3-m2)

A,

A2

[m4Qi (0)~Q2 (0)] k3+I2 (0)— m412 (0)

[m3Qi (0)~Q2 (0)] k4+I2 (0)-m3Ij (0)
— (A1.15)

Using differences (mj-mj) typified by

(m4-mi) = ^^|(Lr-R/)k1k4+(^-^)(k1+k4) + (|i-^)|
with the shorthand form

1
Z i = /k; + rk: +

Cj

— (A1.16)

(A1.17)

the square matrix in equation (A1.15) is found'to have the

determinant

-p _ (kt -k2 )(k, -k3 )(kt -k4 )(k2 -k3 )(k2 -k4 )(k3-k4) J/L _ l_y _ _ —AZjZ2Z3Z4 ] C Cj C j

■(A1.18)
Thus (A1.15) May be inverted to yield for Ax

Aj = 3j,[(k4-k2)(m3-m2) (k2-k3 )(m4-m2 ; [ir^Qj (0)-Qa (0)] k3+I2 (0)-m4I1 (0)

[m3Qi (0)—Q2 (0)] k4+ I2 (0)-m3^ (0)
— (A1.19)

A common factor \ (k2 - k4)(k2 - k3) is immediately apparent fromz2

the form of (m3- m2) and (m4- m2) shown in equation (Al.16). By

further placing Z3Z4 in the denominator the numerator may be

expanded and several terms cancelled to yield a common factor

(k3- k4).Aj thus includes a factor

(k2 k3)(k2 k4)(k3 k4) _ Zt
Z2Z3Z4 T (k1-k2)(k1-k3)(k1-k4) [(Vt)2- (Lr- R/)(£,-fc )]

Now the quartic equation (Al.4) is

(k-k1)(k-k2)(k-k3)(k-k4) = 0

— (A1.20)

(A1.4)
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The derivative of the left hand- side evaluated at k = k, ±s

(k1-k2)(k1-k3)(k1-k4)

and thus (Al.20) may be written as

Z,

(4kj 3-3kj2a,+ 2kta2-a3) [(j^-^)2-(Lr-R/)(^-^)]
(Al.20)

The expanded form of the numerator clearly contains terms in

k2,k3 and k4. These, however, are necessarily symmetrical and

may be reduced using the results from the theory of equations

in section Al.2 to terms in kj only. In particular the

following are necessary:

k2k3k4 — (A1.13)

k2+k3+k4 = aj-kj — (A1.13)

k2k3+k2k4+k3k4 = a2—ki (k2+k3+k4) = a2 —k3 (cr j —^ . —(A1.21)

Variations on the above are possible to avoid for example

terms in 4- . However, these are simply substitutions forKi

k," via the quartic equation (Al.4). The generalized

solution becomes

Z i

[4kj3—3ai kj2 + 2o2k3-a3 ] [(^-(Lr-R/)(*-£)]
Al ,L / ,, ,T nn,R r X

|Ql(0)[(Lr-/R)(^+^ [ffa-kilaj-k,)] + [(R+r)(Lr—R/)—(/+L)(^—
+ (c1+c)(crc)(ai_ki )+ (c,+ c)(crc)]

+Q2(0)[(Lr-/R)^[a2-k,(a1-ki)] + [r(Lr-R
, 1 ,L / , . . 1 ,R r

C,tj 1 ^ C^Ci

+I1(0)[(/+L)(ki-/c)[a2-k1(a1-k1)] + (/+L)(Lr-R/)^-
+ k,) + (R+r)(* -*) - (^+c" )(crc)]
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+ h (°) ~lc> l°? -ki (ai -k,)] + /(Lr-R/)^

+'<ire)("'-l')+r(§rfe)-^(er^) • ~(A1-22)
With interpretations (A 1.11) for A! and (A1.12) for this gives

(/k12+rki + -g- )
A = ^ 1 X

[4kj3—3crikj2 + 202 ki —03 ] [^2 — (Ljr—Rtl)-^]

^Qi(0)(L1 r—Rx/) [aj-k^aj-kO] +[(R,+ OtL.r-Rj/) -
+

Cj2 ^ai_^1) + q^2 ]
+ Q2(0)[^(L1r-R1/)[a2-k1(a1-k1)] + [r(L,r-R,/) - ^ ^ 2 (a,-k,) + |j2 ]
+ I,(0)[£|(/+L1)[a2-k1(a1-kl)] +(/+L,)(L1r-R1/)g
+ §^(/+Li)(ai-ki) + §^(R1+ r) ~ qTI
+ I2(0)[jE^-[a2-k1(a1-k1)] +/(LIr-R1/)^ + -k,) + ^ -gSlj -(A1.23)

(/kj2 + rki +

[4ki3-3a1k12+ 2a1k1-a3] [(fa-ir )2- (L2r-R2/)(g-2-^- )]

|q. (°)[(Lir-RJ0(51+g-I)[<'2-M<>.-M] + [(R2+r)(L2r-R1/)-('+LJ)(^-CI)1kI
+ £ +h)(»i-k.) + (F +F Kg'-F >1V_4 J ^2 *—• 1 V_J 2 v> j V^2 *-* 1 v-42

+ Q,(0)[(L2r-Ri/)i [Oj-k.fO.-k,)] + [r(L,r-Rj f) - '({j?" )lf^
+

c <EJ-e)(°.-ki) + g <e5-g)iVJJ uj v-«2 ^ 1 VJJ V-<2

+ I1(0)[(/+L2)(^2-/5 )[o2-kl(al-k1)] +(/+L2)(L2r-R2/)^1 v^2 *^1

+ C+l2 )(ci—C2 ) + (R2+ r)(ci_ C2) ~ fei+ C^^Ci" c2^
+ I2(0)[/(^2-/d-2)[a2-k1(a1-k1)] +/(L2r-R2/)^

Xl ,U / \1 /T „ »/R2 r x
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/Ro r \/^ i \ . /R2 ^ \ 1 /L? ^+ /^C12 ki> + r<C? C2) Cj^i C2yf (A1.24)
Equations (Al.8) subsequently provide the solutions for Bj

and Yj .

Al.4 An Alternative Formulation

It is a necessary condition for the solutions to the

coefficients that their suras obey the boundary conditions.

Taking Bj as an example 2 B; = 1,(0), SkjBj = ^(O) and so on for

higher powers of kj. This observation leads to a particularly

simple formulation of the coefficients. B; will be taken as an

example but the interpretation of the results for the other

coefficients is quite straightforward.

The solutions to the coefficients are of the form

akj 3+/3kj 2+ykj+5 okj3 +j3kj2+ykj+5
Bj = = —(A1.25)

(kj —k2 )(kj —k3 )(kj —k4) 4kj 3 — 3(71k12 + 2cj2 kj —a3

or can be reduced to it by application of the quartic equation

(A1.A-) to any other powers appearing in the numerator. Now in

summing terms of the form

k,"
— + •••

(k 1 —k2 ) (k! —k3) (k j —k4)

expansion to

ki° (k2—k3)(k2—k4)(k3—k4) + •••

(kt -k2 )(k1 -k3 )(k, -k4 )(k2 -k3 )(k2 -k4 )(k3 -k4)

easily shows that the sum is zero if n = 0, 1 or 2. Thus in

summing the coefficients Bj in the form (Al.25) only the "ki3
term contributes. Bj may be rewritten

a (terms in k1°,k,1,k12)
Bl =_+ 1 LL (A1.25)

4 4kj3—3o1k12+ 2cr2kj—a3
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and B1+B2+B3+B4 = Ij(0) = a • —(A1.26)

akjL 4+ j3kx 3+ 7k, 2+ 5kj
Nov/ kjBi =

4kj3—3oqki 2 + 2a2kj—a3

The term in kj4 can be reduced to terms in kj3 down to kj° via

the quartic equation (Al.4)» Only the term in ki3 is relevant

and is clearly o-2k2 3. Thus

(acq + ]3)ki 3+ ( terms in kt 0, kj1, kt 2)
kjBj = = -r(aal+ (3) + other terms (A1.27)

4kj3—3oqk!2 + 2a2kj — a3

and i kjB; = Ix (0) = aoq + j3 = a1I1(0) + |3
1-1

or p = It (0)—ffjli (0) . —(A1.28)

A similar treatment, successively reducing terms in k^.kj5

and kx6 to terms in kj3, kt2, kj1, kj0 via equation (Al.i+)

yields

7 = I*i (0) — cq i! (0) + o2 Ii (0) (A1.29)

5 = "ii (0) — cyjh (0) + a2ii (0) — a3Ix (0) = -a4Qj(0) . —(A1.30)

The last step in (Al.30) is an application of the differential

equation obeyed by I2, namely

Ij — Ojlj+oqlj —or311 + a4Qt — 0 (A1.31)

and illustrates the marked similarity between the form of this

and the form of oc, 0, y and 5.

The solution for Bt is then

li(0)k13+ [MOH^MO) ]kx2+ [I, (OH^MOJ + UjMO) ]k1-a4Q1(0)
B, = (A1.32)

4ki3— 30^^+ 2a2k1 — a3

li(0) and li(0) may be derived explicitly from the second

order differential equations (Al.l) given Qi (0), Q2 (0), Ij (0)

and I2(0).

Further coefficients are simply deduced. B2 j_s a similar

function of k2; Yj is a similar function of CM0) and its

derivatives. The charge coefficients may either be interpreted

or more simply deduced via relations (A1.8).
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A Computer Program for the Solution of the LC-Irtversion

Circuit with Time-Varying Circuit Parameters

A2.1 Introduction

It was shown in Appendix 1 that the solution to the LC-

inversion circuit of figure Al.l can be written in terms of

four parameters k; for any region in which the circuit

parameters are constant, given initial boundary conditions of

capacitor voltages (or charges) and two loop currents. This

appendix reports upon a computer program designed to evaluate

these parameters and thereby to solve a given LC-inversion

circuit of the form shown in figure if.l.

By approximating a time-varying parameter such as discharge

resistance to a series of sufficiently small steps the program

can generate a numerical solution to a more complicated

problem while being capable of providing a mathematical

expression for the circuit behaviour near to any particular

point.

A2.2 The Program Method

The program evaluates the parameters Iq and the charge and

current coefficients A,, Xj, B; , Yj in successive time

intervals whose length is specified by the user. During one

time interval the coefficients are evaluated from the initial

charges and currents; the final charges and currents are then

estimated by equations (A1.6) and (Al.7). These values are

subsequently used as initial boundary conditions for the next

interval. By further evaluating the circuit parameters such as

resistance at the start of every interval,a time-varying
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quantity is modelled as a series of steps. Clearly the

accuracy of this approximation will depend directly upon the

time interval chosen.

Specifically, the program allows time-varying terms of the

form ae"Bt to be defined for both Rj and R2. An initial

constant (usually high) region for R2 allows the program to

begin cavity breakdown after a specified time or cavity

voltage is reached.

A2.3 Evaluating the lq

The subroutine KFIND takes an estimate of one k; and returns

a value to within one part in 1015 using double-precision

complex arithmetic. The parameters 3q are evaluated

numerically by the Newton-Raephson method from initial

approximations. If ke is an estimate of a root k of f(k) = 0

then a simple Taylor expansion

f(k) = f(ke + (k-ke)) = 0 = f(ke) + (k- ke) f ' (ke) shows that

-<*«>

The process is repeated until a specified accuracy is reached.

The function f(k) is here the quartic equation (Al.it).

The estimates for k3 and k4 are based upon one of the

uncoupled loops mentioned in section (Al.l) and equation

(A1.5). The theory of equations predicts that any complex

solutions to equation (Al.if) will appear in complex conjugate

pairs and this is reflected in the approximation.

The subroutine KFIND is called (twice) to determine

accurately k3 and k4 . By combining equations (Al.13) and

(Al.lif) it is then possible to deduce kj and k2 :
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ki , 2 = (a, - k3 - k4) ±7(a, -k3-k4) - . ' (A2.2)
k3K4

To maintain accuracy, kj and k2 are then also processed by

KFIND.

To ensure that the four k; are four different k; the

subroutine CHECK compares sums defined by equations (Al.13)

with the sums predicted by equations (Al.lJf). Clearly equation

(A2.2) assumes two of these, leaving the remaining two as

valid checks. Should the sums be incorrect, the program

returns to use the remaining uncoupled loop as a source of an

estimate for k3 and k4, and this was found to be adequate in

the cases studied.

The theory developed for the LC-Inversion circuit implicitly

assumes that the four k; are indeed different. Should the

circuit parameters in one time interval cause two of the ki to

be equal (or very close) the theory is not adequate since it

then allows only three independent arbitrary constants. The

form (Aj t + A2) exp(ki t) would in fact be appropriate should,

for example, kj and k2 coincide. The subroutine CHECK causes

the circuit parameters to return to their values of the

previous time interval should such a coincidence occur to

within 10~10.

A2.4 Generating the Coefficients and Solutions

The alternative formulation of section (A1.A-) is used to

generate the four coefficients for each variable Qi , Q2 . *i and

I2 . To this end it is necessary to know four other derivatives
• •• • ••

Ix , Ix , I2 and I2 . These are evaluated from Qi , Q2 > Ii and I2

via equations (Al.l) and/or their derivative equations.
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Actually some flexibility is allowed by equation (A1.31) and

the program uses /Qdt rather than I. [It should be noted that

only Qi , Q2 , L and I2 are continuous over the boundaries

between time intervals.] Each coefficient is evaluated via an

equation of the type (Al.32). A check ensures that the

coefficients sum to their correct initial values.

The subroutine SOLVE takes any set of four coefficients, say

A,, and performs a sum of the form 2 A; exp(kitinc. ) for a time

increment tinc. . This then provides the charge Qi . say, at the

end of an interval tinC. long. The subroutine is called once

for each variable Qi , Q2 , Ii and I2 • A check is performed in

the subroutine to ensure that each result is real.

From these four "main" variables other circuit variables such

as voltage and power are derived. [For the voltage across an

inductance it is first necessary to calculate one or two of

the I. ] The power is integrated step by step by the

trapezoidal rule to yield the energy deposited into a

resistance.

The results are output at predetermined intervals and may be

plotted graphically.

A2.3 The Computer Program List

A listing of the computer program is given on the following

pages.
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An Exact Solution to the Energy Deposited into the Resistances

for Constant Circuit Parameters

A3.1 Introduction

The results of Appendix 1 allow solutions to the LC-

inversion circuit of Fig. (Al.l) to be written in terms of

four unspecified but numerically soluble parameters k, , k2 , k3

and k4 during any interval when circuit parameters of

resistance, inductance and capacitance are constant. While a

closed form solution is generally possible for these k, it is

possible,via the theory of equations [section (A1.2) ],to sum

exactly terms symmetrical in the k, and by extension terms

symmetrical in the four coefficients of either Q, , Q2 or of

their derivatives.

A useful example of such a sum is provided by /0°°I2 dt for one

of the currents Ii or ^.Multiplication of this integral by a

constant resistance will yield the total energy deposited by

the current I into this resistance after the time chosen as

zero.

A3.2 The Solution

The following analysis will solve /"I,2 dt but the method is

easily applied to h • It is first necessary to expand Ii2 .

Ii2(t) = exp (k^) + B2exp (k2t) + B3exp (k3t) + B4exp (k4t) ]2
= B, 2exp (2k, t) + B2 2exp (2k2 t) + •••

+ 2B,B2exp [ (k, + k2)t ] + 2B,B3exp [ 2(k, + k3)t ] + ••• . —(A3.1)

For a physically reasonable solution the real part of each k;

must be negative. Integration therefore yields
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_ f°°T 2dt - B1 2 B22Jo 11 dt 2k, + 2k2
+ 2 B,B, + 2 b,b3

■(k1+k2) *(k,+ k3)

It is convenient to define

[ (k2+ k3)(k2+ k4)(k3+ k4)B,+ (k,+ k3)(k,+ k4)(k3+ k4)B2+ ] 2

(A3.2)

* = — (A3.3)
(k i + k2 )(kj + k3)(k,+ k4 )(k2+ k3 )(k2+ k4 )(k3+ k4)

(k2+k3)(k2+k4)(k3+k4) (k3+k4)
= B, 2 + • ■ ■ +2 BiB2+*** .

(k, + k2 )(k, + k3 )(k, + k4) (k,+ k2)

Two results from the theory of equations are useful:

(k2+ k3)(k2+ k4)(k3+ k4) = a, k,2 - a,2 k, + a, a2 - a3 —(A3.4-)

(k, + k2 )(k, + k3 )(k, + k4) = <7,k,2+or3 . —(A3.5)

Their product is independent of k, and is

0\02o3 - a, 2a4 - o32 . —(A3.6)

Further substituting for (k3+k4) via equation (Al.13), ^

becomes

(°i ki2 - a,2k1+ff1ff2 - cr3) [a, - (k, + k2)]
= B, 2 + • • • +2 B i B2 + • • •

(aik,2 + a3) (kj+k2)

and manipulation of the two parts yields

* =
(4k,3 - 3a,k,2+ 2n2k, - o3)

(aiki 2+ a3)
+ 1

B,2a,

2k,
B,2 + • • • + 2 a,-

Bi B2

(k,+ k2)
2B, B2+-

= -a,/~I, 2dt-I,2(0)+-
(4k, - 3a,k,+ 2a2k, - a3) B,o-,

- (A3.7)
(a,k,2+a3) 2k,

The B,2 term in equation (A3-7) will be labelled V20lSl1 such

that ^2, is a function of kj. The denominator of f2, may be

replaced via equation (A3.5). The numerator contains

4k,3 - 3a,k,2+2a2k, - a3 = (k, - k2)(k, - k3)(k, - k4) —(A3.8)

as the derivative of the quartic equation (Al.if) evaluated at

k = k,. Then

(k, -k2)(k, -k3)(k, -k4) B,2
12, = (A3.9)

(k, + k2 )(k,+k3 )(k,+k4) k.
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With the notation adopted in equation (Al.25) for Bj
52

[ a2k!S + 2q3k!4+ (/32 + 2a7)kt3 + 2(a:5+/3-y)kj 2+ (72+ 205)^ + 278+ r- ]
S2, = ^-1(A3.10)

(k12-k22)(k12-k32)(k12-k42)

In summing the f2; , expansion shows that terms in the numerator
•in kj0, kj2j k;4 sum to zero. An exactly analogous argument was

given in section (Al.4) with single powers of k; rather than

squared terms. It is only necessary, therefore, to deal with

an effective part of ignoring these terms.

[ a2 kj5 + (j32 + 2o:7)k13+ (y2 + 2(38)k1 + r— ]
fti(eff) = !Sr_ (A3.11)

(hi2 " k2 2 )(kj2 - k32)(k!2 - k42 )

Any power of k; may be replaced by several smaller (or larger)
powers by the use of the quartic equation (Al.h). ^i(eff.)

reduces to

ki77 [ «2(a2a3 - ox a4) - (|32+ 2<xy)o3 + (l2 + 2p8)o1 + (a3 - 0707) ]
S21(rffJ ._£■ £s v-(A3.12)

(hi2 - h22)(k!2 - h32)(k12 - k42)

Disregarding for the moment the constant in the numerator, it

is necessary to sum

ki

[ 4ajkis - 3cr12k14+ 2(aja2+ 2a3)k!3 - 4a1a3k12+ 2o2o3k1 - o32 ]

where the denominator has been expanded via equations (A3.5)

and (A3.8). To achieve this summation, the process whereby

equation (A3.11) was reduced to (A3.12) can be usefully

reversed. The quartic equation (A1.4) shows that the

following substitutions, can be made in the numerator of ^i(eff.):

ki3 ->-^kj (A3.13)°i

kj5 ->-a2k13 - a4kj ->• ( g2g3 _ a4)k1 . (A3.14)

Multiplication of equation (A3.12) by
. 4

04)- 2(ola2+ 2a3)^-+ 2a2o3 - ~{ala2o3 - ox2o* - o32)(J 1 U 1 U 1

thus places /io1kls+ 2(0707 + 207 )k13+2a2a3k1 in the numerator.



Bearing in mind the ability to add k^.k^.k,0 arbitrarily to

the numerator this is effectively equal to the denominator.

Then

[ a2 (o2o3- oxa4) - (P2+ 2ay)o3 + (y2 + 205)ou + 77 (a3 - oxa2)]
n1(cft) = ^ (A3.15)

4(fficr2o3 - a!2a4 - cr32)

and 1(eff.) is independent of The sum (Sl,+£22+f23+f24) will be

simply four times this value.

Combining equations (A3.7) and (A3.15) yields an expanded

form of in which J^I^dt appears as the only unknown.
52

ox [a2(o2o3- oxo<\) - (p2+2ay)o3+(y2 +2/35)cr1 +— (o3-o1 o2)]
ri /0"Ii2 dt - Ix 2 (0)+* = ~0\ 2dt - I,2(0)+ — h-

2{aio2o3 - ax2aA - o32) — (A3.16)
It remains to evaluate as it was defined in equation (A3.3)

to obtain the required solution. Using equation (A3.4) on the

numerator and equation (A3.6) on the denominator,

^ = ft °rlki2 ~ gl2kl + (glg2 " g3) 1B1+- ' 2
(uia2a3 - o12o4 - o32 )

[ffjIi(O) - a12I1(0) + (ctjCJ - a3)I,(0)j2
V =

{o1a2o3 - a,2a4 - a32)
\2

(o1o2o3- aj2a4- a32 )

loxy- o3oc]2
* = 1 —7 . —(A3.17)

2Combining equations (A3.16) and (A3.17), and taking li2(0) = a:

into the numerator,

£2

[ — (a3- a,c2) + 2/35ct3 — (]2 o3-oxy2+ 2o3ay+a2 (o,a4- o2o3) ]
/0°Vdt = . (A3.18)

2(a1a2o3 - a,2a4 - o32)
A3.3 Expansion of the Solution

The solution will be expanded for the case

r = 0 , I = 0 , MO) = 0 , I2(0) = 0

Using equation (Al.l) and the results of section (Al.A):-
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For Ij:

a = Ij (0) = 0

0 = 1,(0)-0,1,(0) = "Ji
7 = ix(0)- aji^Oj + ajIjCO) =

5 = -a4 Qj

For I2:

a = 0

0 = _1 (V1+V2)
r2

LiLJ
V i

= ■ (C.Vi- C2V2)
Lj L2 C1 C»2

y = -j^-(v,+v2)
5 = _

— (A3.19)

Li L2
V2

L[ L2 C1
(A3.20)

Potentials Vx and V2 across the capacitors Cx and C2

respectively have been defined by

CiVj = Qji + Q2 and C2V2 = Q2 . —(A3.21)

The energies deposited into Rx and R2 are defined by

Ej = Rj^I^dt and E2 = R2/0~I22dt . — (A3.22)
Then expanding the numerator and denominator of equation

(A3.18) via equations (Al.14), (A3.19) and (A3.20)

Ej = ViCjVj2- e E2 = 1/2C2V22+e where —(A3.23)

2 r t ]
2

,+ g~-)+ RJ_JJ JL^2 J-JJ 2 1 1-^2 1 v«j vj2

v=! [ ^(x1 +^ cV) +Ijj Ju2 .L/1 1^2 J-<2 j Vj j V^2 l_i2

1 c v v r Rl R'rR. 1 R^R11- R1R2 /1 , l \ R-i R2+ClVlV2 [T^L2(l1+L7>C;+^(C7+C1C2^ wlJZ7~-1 ]
R1 R2 CR1+ R2 \ rn ( 1 ll R) Rj ( — I ^ I2r-r-(—+rr)[ri(c-1 + c7) + r2Ci J + l^(Ci + c2)Lj L2 Lj L2'

+,R;I+A^+_RiR^. 2R,R? "j
L1 2C12 L2 2 Cj 2 Lj L2 Cj " Lj L2CJ C2j

— (A3.24)
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WKB Solutions for Discharges in an LCR Circuit

A^.l A Brief Review of the Method

The WKB method gives for the second order differential

equation

+ [ 9<i) ]* * = 0 — (A4.1)

a solution of the form

^(x) = exp[y.£dx So y n (x) X" ] —(A4.2)

in the hope that the first few terms of the series will

suffice to give an approximate solution. Substituting the

solution into the differential equation and equating

coefficients of X yields

y„ = ±iq. yi = ~2 dx (Io§e ^ ' yz = ±^*'eoq
where e0 = ) • —(A4.3)

In general

Hi"1 " y""» ■ (A4.4)

Since X has acted simply as a mathematical tool, it may be

set conveniently to one.

The appropriate level of approximation will depend upon the

relative values

| y2 | : | Yi | : | Yo | or | V4e0 | : | 1/2^(^")l : 1 • — (A4.5)
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A4.2 The Appropriate Form of the Differential Equation

The equation for the current I is

^ + R(t)f+[£+R<t)]i-o. (A4.6)

Putting I(t) = u(t) exp [ -Vz J-j- (A4.7)

then — (A4.8)

and if X = 1

q(t) =
J_ R_ _ R2
LC 2L 4U

— (A4.9)

AA.3 Regions of Validity of the WKB Approximation

The resistance R(t) is a rapidly decaying function of time.

In the low t region q is dominated by R such that q~R and

The ratios (A4*5) are then

R'2 : R"1 : 1

and a first order approximation ignoring y2 is appropriate.

In the high t region, R(t) is approximately constant. Then q

is also practically constant and the WKB solution reduces to

the exact solution to the LCR circuit for a constant

resistance.

The WKB solution is exponential or oscillatory depending as

q2 is negative or positive. Since R(t) is a decreasing
function of time, the solution will involve an exponential

region followed by an oscillatory one and separated from it by

a turning point where q passes through zero. Near to this

point q varies rapidly in relation to its own size and the

ii , -a x _ R-% jL / U „ R-1
It2 (q } K ' dt (q } K • (A4.10)
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first order solution fails, becoming infinite at the turning

point. The differential equation here is approximated by the

Stokes differential equation and its analysis provides a

suitable connection formula between the two solutions.

Ak'k The WKB Solutions

Using only y0 and y, equation (A^-,2) becomes

^(x) = >/^exP[ dxl
where q(x0) = 0. Specifically

LC 2L 4L2 dt _(A4in
u(t) 7 (A4J1)

r_L+ RLi*1 LC 2L 4L2 J

With boundary conditions given at t = 0 the exponential

region will be considered first.

A4.5 The Region t < t0

The two solutions are

u(t)~ —„ (A4.12)
1 4L2 2L LC J

For very small t this reduces to yield

J r t/_ rt R j. i r -u r* /R_ _ RI(t)~ vnjcxP f JC* i7dt 1 exP f 4 C(~2L ~ 2R) dt ^

where the lower limit has been replaced by zero since this

maintains consistency with the low t stipulation and only

introduces a constant factor. Then I(t) becomes

I(t) ~ -g- + constant X exp[ -f* ~^jdt ] —(A4.13)
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since dt = [ loge \/rT0 = loge \/g|^ •

The second terra in equation (A4.13) is a rapidly decaying

function and serves only to satisfy the boundary condition

-1(0) = 0. For small t#0

J(t) ~ R(T) • (A4.14)
This approximation will be valid while R(t) greatly dominates

q. Nearer to t0 the full expression (A^+.12) is required and

this will be expanded for the particular case of an

exponentially decaying resistance of the form

R(t) = R0 + ae~Bt . —(A4.15)
It has been shown that one of the WKB solutions is a rapidly

decaying one whose extremely small coefficient is only

overcome near to t = 0. The relevant solution therefore

consists of an exponentially increasing term

exP[ C^iI7e~2Bt +IL (B + L*")e"Bt ~ (ic'ly } dt ]
u(t)~ . (A4.16)

The integral in the exponent may be solved numerically, but is

soluble analytically. The substitution

x = e Bt , dx = -Bxdt (A4.17)

reduces the integral to a form which may be found in tables of

indefinite integrals. Defining

2L , _ . R0 . _ 4L2 ,1 Rn2 ,
p =—{b + yA)> r _ -j.

and 0 = x2 + px - r , 0(xo) = 0, (A4.18)
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exp^t-VT+fcpfcgc (p+P2x + 2Vt) +1/27rV^+Vr^tan1 ( P"|^) j
u(t)

1 a -Bt (A4.19)
and I(t) ~ u(t) expf^Y; ( g e ~Rot)] — (A4.20)

with reference to equation (A^.7). Terms concerned with the

lower limits of integration have been ignored in equation

(A4.20) as constant factors. These factors are taken up in the

boundary condition at t = 0

= rnta r1 ~<A4-21>

appropriate to this analysis where the true value 1(0) = 0 is

satisfied by a rapidly decaying term and where all the initial

potential V0 is taken across R such that I~^rwhile R2 In
calculating the necessary coefficient for I(t) it must be

remembered that 1(0) as derived from equations (A^.19) and

(A4.20) involves two large exponents of roughly equal

magnitude but opposite sign. These have a non-negligible but

simply calculated sum.

Alj.6 The Region t>t0

The solution to u(t) connecting to a single decaying (away

from t0 ) exponential for t<t„is

r rt /1 aBe"Bt (Rn + ae"Bt )2 „ 7r,2 cos [ ^ v LC 2L 4L? dt"4^
U(t)~ rJ_ l^lBt (Rn+ae'Bt )2 .V* -(A4.22)

lLC 2L 4L2 J

To evaluate this integral, 0 is redefined as

0 = r - px - x2 —(A4.23)

to keep it positive. For t>t0, 0 becomes constant and the
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integral becomes a linear function of t as expected.

Performing the integration generally

2 cosf^ 1 - ST* vTFIog. [ gr-gL^gla ) - ./.p„ + *p talf. &&, - |?
u(t)

— (A4.24)
and as previously

I(t) ~ u(t) exp [ (-| e"Bt - R0t ) ] — (A4.20)

requiring the same coefficient as derived from the boundary
conditions in t<t0.
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